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Shiftings of the Self: Towards a Detemtorialwrl View of Identity and BeIonging. The 
Case of East and Central Gfrican-Asiaus in Canada 

Kim C. Matthews 

Who am I? The question of identity is formulateci with parijcular intensity by the fifieen 

respondents of this study, members of the East and Central Afncan- Asian diaspora 

residing in Canada The respondents are Ismaili by faith, a spirinial identity that 

underpins dl other aspects of their identity construction. They may identify as Indian by 

origins, Afncan by place of birth or upbringing, and recently as Canadian by citizenship. 

Some have multiple identities, they may select one or more as prime or dominant; they 

may change their identities depending on the circumstances. At times, the representation 

of their identity may be contested Negotiating iderttity and identities is therefore the 

theme of this thesis: How people negotiate and maintain their identities, why, with what 

consequences, also what conflicts this may cause, both intemally, and with the earlier and 

later generations-parents and childnn. They have h m  the very start of their existence 

f '  challenges to their identity and sense of belonging. Born in Afnca of Indian ongins, 

they faced opposition from Afncan governrnents who in some cases refused to provide 

citizenship. The ability of social agents to forge a sense of belonging despite mistance at 

the locaI Ievel speaks to the value of spirinial and cultural spaccs in which the 

construction of identity goes beyond s p ï k  Iocalities in the effort to shape s h d  

meanings and understanding. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis presents the results of a study based in Montreai. Quebec. The a h  of the 

study is to gain a gnater understanding of how members of the East and Central Afiican- 

Asian diaspora reconcile the politicai, economic, social, cultural, and religious influences 

they have faced and are facing. The impacts of these forces on identity formation and 

maintenance, their sense of belonging and the meaning of home are explorrd The 

construction of identity is a multifaceted endeavour that is in a constant state of renewal 

and negotiation. Our own sense of belonging in society is dependent upon how we 

identify ourseIves and others, and in tum how othen identify us. The issues of identity 

and belonging are paiticuiarly saiient for cornmunities of a diaspora not least because for 

many members migration has been or is a way of life. The process of sealing in new 

enviroaments heightens the likelihood of encounters with other cultures. What rire the 

outcornes for members of a diaspora? Is their ethnic identity weakened by the 

introduction of new cultural practices? Or is it strengthmed in respanse to a perceived or 

nal threat? If it is strengthened, in what fonns or pnictices does this m d e s t ?  1s there a 

convergence of identity? If so, how is this convergent identity m8nifested? Or ptzhaps 

identity is fluid and adaptable. more than one identity-mdtiple identities encapsuiating 

the numerous and diverse experieuces for members of a diaspora. The case for multiple 

identities is quite enticing as it presents the possibility for ffexibility and adaptation to 

new environments. Having Lved in many countries, end having links socid, political, 



culniral, economic and imagined to different ates introduces the questions of where one 

belongs and where is home? Far h m  being self-evident, the questions of identity, 

belonging and home require research and analysis in order to reach a greater 

understanding of diaspora communities. 

The following is based on a study of fifteen respondents, informal semi-stnictured 

interviews with East and Central Afncan-Mans residing in Toronto and Montreai, were 

conducted in Monmal. 1 am interested in their migration history as well as that of their 

parents. This is in order to assess the different couneies and cuitwes they may have been 

exposed to. The relationship between birthplace and identity is also explored to gain 

insight into the role the country of birth plays in identity construction and representation 

especially under circumstances when one is a minority, and through political, social, and 

economic pressuns migration becornes necessary. Issues revoiving around 'hast' country 

and belonging, and the impact upon cultural practices are also considered. Questions are 

posed regarding the adaptation to new ways of living one's iife in new locales, 

maintainhg ones sense of identity and culture in the pmcess albeit sometimes in new 

f m s .  FinalIy, the issue of 'home' is investigatcd: its symbolic meaning, home as a place 

of birth, country of origin, where family resides, where one has lived the longest, as well 

as the shifting of home at diffmnt points in one's life. 

1 use this thesis to investigate certain debatcs regadhg the nature of identity, belonging, 

and home. The respondents 1 have seIected are Imdi  Muslims, a group which, to date, 

have rarely ken snidid Their responses are textual and illustrative of thtir experiences 



as members of a diaspora, and lend well to a broader discussion of identity and 

belonging. It wiU become clear that though their religious background was not the 

primary focus of the investigation, adherence to the Ismaiii faith is an essential 

component of their lives. sense of belonging and identity. 

In the following chapter 1 will explore d e n t  theones regarding identity and belonging 

and how they rtlate to my study. In chapter III the methodologicai parameters will be 

outlined and explained. Chapter IV provides a bnef background on the history of the 

Ismaili faith, migration history h m  India to Afiica, as well as information regarding the 

respondents including age, place of birth, languages spoken and migratory history. 

Chapter V examines the concept of multiple identity, as well as the implications of 

multiple identity on identity formation, negotiation, and maintenance. The situational 

nature of identity construction and repnsmtation is aiso explond The geo-physical and 

socio-cultural meanings of Indian are considend The role experiences in Afnca have 

had on the nspondents is presentcd Finally, issues conceming contested identity are 

outlined Chapter VI presents the integral place religion has in the lives of the 

respondents from a spiritual and secular perspective. The notion of mosqws as cultural 

sites is introduced The concept of home is investigated as it relates to the respondents. 

Lasdy, issues regdng diaspora existence are broached with a suggestion that such 

experiences may lead to superior adaptive qualities. Concludlng remarks and suggestions 

for future research are provideci in chapter W. 



THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Identity Construction 

Identity constniction does not occur in a vacuum. Identities are forged in the presence of 

others. The perception of others' opinions plays an essential role in identity formation 

and maintenance. 1 am reminded here of Mikhail Bakhtin's concept of the excess of 

seeing: "This ever- present excess of my seeing, knowing, and possessing in dation to 

any other human beings is founded in the uniqueness and irreplacibility of my place in 

the world" (1990:U) Here, Bakhtin is refening to the lirnited scope of vision both 

figuratively, and literally. that each and every human king is subject to. There is a part 

of oneself one may never see in the hillest sense. Only someone outside of us is capable 

of completing the picture. Likewise, each human king has their own specific way of 

seeing the world and those around them. The excess of seeing is our ability to see in 

excess of the one we are lwking at. Figuratively, seeing relates to perceiving the actions 

of others from a perspective that is outside of them. How one believes one cornes across 

in social situations usually is not the same as the way othas perceive us. We use our 

impressions of what we think others will think or see to hime our actions and when 

possible, our outward appearance. The excess of seeing in this respect dates to the mle 

that othm play in the completion of the formation of our identities. Without the excess of 

seeing that we are aware that ohers have, not Ieast because we share the same ability, we 

wouId not have a mimor in which to judge, ceasun, and know omelves. It is important 



to note that the excess of seeing is taking place in sociai situations that are hught with 

n o m ,  boundaries and socio-political power structwes. When dealïng with a diaspora the 

concept of the excess of seeing takes on new meaning. The members of the diaspora 

population 1 am deaiing with have livcd in numerous countries; they have lived their lives 

in locations that are, at times, divorced h m  th& sense of self. The nurnbers and types of 

people that they have corne into contact with inevitably outnurnbers those that someone 

bom, raised and tived in one locale would ever need tu face. How does one mgotiate 

one's sense of identity across such numerous conditions? 1s identity strengthened under 

such circumstances or is it a source of angst? So when 1 ask how did you identify 

yourself in Africa, Canada, India, Pakistan, America 1 inevitably must inquire, how did 

they (the Other) identify you? This is important not so much for how rnembers of the 

diaspora were identified, but rather their own perception of the opinions of others. This 

has a great impact on their own sense of identity, how they describe it and the strategies 

they employ to forge a sense of belonging. The multiple localities that my respondents 

have lived in, the numerous cultures to which they have been expose& lends salience to 

their ability to constnict and nconstruct their identity. 

On a more practical Ievel, how others view us is very much dependent on where 

they stand Power pemeates ai l  sociai interactions; identity construction is no 

exception. Stuart IIall elaborates on the roIe of the m e r  in a mariner that 

recognises the role of power in identity: 



This is the other that belongs inside one. This is the other that one 

can only know h m  the place ficm which one stands. This is the 

self as it is inscribed in the gaze of the other. And this notion 

which breaks down the boundaries, between outside and inside, 

between those who belong and those who do not, between those 

whose histories they have depended on but whose histories cannot 

be spoken. 

Who we are in a socio-political sense is &pendent on how we are defined by those in 

positions of power. Identity is, in part, imposed. This is not to Say that social agents do 

not mediate their sense of self with 'the gaze of the other'. It is through mediation that 

identity is f o n d ,  maintained, and negotiated. A key to this mediation is the sense of 

belonging, which is intimately related to our sense of self, the nactions of others, and 

where we are 'told' our 'place' is. 'In short, the spatiality of the diaspora is the ground 

on which momentary and ever-shifting lines are drawn beween inside and outside, 

oppnssor and oppresseci, the same and ~ther.~(Keith and Pile, 1993:18) The lines are not 

only a distinction but are spaces mund which arbimiry clomre occurs within hiemchies 

of power. Each form or space of identity has within it its own sources of power, and 

altenrateIy sources of weakness. Social agents draw upon the source of identity required 

at given points in tiw; these are also context speQnc. It is through the claiming of such 

identities that a sense of belonging and community may be ii~quired, Thae are times 

however, that a sense of belonging is not fomed  The opposition to some of my 



q n d e n t s '  claims for citizenship in African countries despite king boni there, is a 

concrete example of the role of the other in ou.  construction of self and how the exercise 

of power in such contexts can infiuence Lives on a concrete level. Michel Foucault's 

&finition of the subject encompasses some of these issues: 

This fonn of power spplies itself to immediate everyday life whidi 

categoti w the individual, marks him by his own individuality, 

attaches hirn to his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him 

which he must ncognize and which others mut  recognize in him. 

It is a form of power which makes individuals subjects. There are 

two meanings of the word subject: subject to someone else by 

control and dependence, and tied to his own identity by a 

conscience or a self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a form of 

power that subjugates and makes subject to. 

(1982:212) 

The constant intaplay between what others impose and the tendency of the social agent 

to conform to theÛ smse of self bnngs into relief the issue of freedom. Cm we say with 

any c d n t y  that given the strong social priesswes, some seIf-imposed others not, to 

confonn. that social agents are fne? That the question of whether fîeedom exists is even 

raised inhoduces the ükeiihood of its existence; othmise what is taken away? The topic 

of fnedom a thesis in itseIf, I nonetheless think it is usehil to ad- this topic, if only 

briefly. One's place in al1 of the senses of the word plays an integral part in the degree of 



freedom one mjoys. If this were not so we would not have a topic of discussion Iike 

identity construction and maintenance on the table; it would be a fait accompli. Robert 

Paine critiques the theories of Frederik Barth regarding value. utility, choice, and 

aggregation. 1 wiîi Mt this discussion to the issue of choice. Paine suggests that "Barih 

nsts so much of his sociologicd theorising on consmints wi*thout having a theory of 

constraints." (1982:338) What is required, according to Paine, is a causal epistemology. 

More to the point, he asks why social agents nst upon certain constraints rather than 

others. Paine's point is well taken. Perhaps freedom of choice niates l e s  to choice of one 

action over another and more to choosing the constraints that will hune one's actions. Idi 

Amin Dada, the pnsident of Uganda, arbitmily announced that al1 Asians were not 

Ugandan, despite holding citizenship. He imposed a 'non-Ugandan' identity on the 

Asians with practical and dcvastating effects on their way of life. Asians were expelled 

h m  the country. Despite this occurrence, expelled Asian-Ugandans consider themseives 

to be Ugandan. It must be noted that these claims are made in Canada in the year 2000, 

while living in Uganda at the time of the cnsis, they were not in a position to defend their 

viewpoint. Social agents am fiee to respond in a way that they chwse within the 

h e w o r k  of the constraints they are subjected to. In sorne cases such brute exercises of 

power can unite minorities and actualiy samgthen their sense of self. Outward 

manifestations of identity may conforni to the &man& of those in power, as in the case 

of Man-Ugandans, while internaiIy their sense of self continued to encompass th& 

Ugandan-ness. 



Charles Taylor's essay nie Politics of Recognition is an insighdul examination of the 

modem notion of identity. He argues that the politics of equal recognition, whereby there 

is an equalisation of rights and entitiements, is in conflict with the sirnultaneous politics 

of differmce whereby everyone should k recognised for their unique identity. (199236) 

He notes that there is a demaad for due recognition in democratic society and thai 

... our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often 

by the misrecognition of others, and so a person or a group of 

people may suffer real damage, real distortion, if the people or 

society around them minor back to them a confming or demeaning 

or contemptible picture of themselves. No~e~ognition or 

misrecognition can inflict ham, cm be a form of oppression, 

impnsoning someone in a false, distorted, and reduced mode of 

king. 

When we consider Tayior's discourse it becomes apparent that the ability of the social 

agent to choose between constrâints is tied to the sense of self. The sense of self is tied, in 

part, to how others recognise, or misrecognise the social agent. Taylor's argument does 

not take into consideration the effect that a strong sense of belonging may have when 

fd with misrecognition or nonrecognition With this in mind 1 would like to suggest 

that despite bang oppressed, at times by colonial govments and later Afncan leaders, 

that the respondents of this study have, for the most part, managed to maintain a positive 



sense of self as part of the Ismaili communityC This is not to Say that they have not had 

difficdties at times with regard to the coostniction of their identity. but rather that the 

base of their identity, above al1 otha definers, is theü membership in the ismaili 

community. The values and kiiefs of the Ismaili faith an a substantial part of who they 

art. Under their paradigm, social exclusion or misrecognition wiU take a toll but they 

have their faith to fall back on, 

Homi K. Bhabha discusses the notion of hybridity whereby: 

It makes possible the emergence of an "interstitial" agency that 

refuses the binary representation of social antagonisa Hybrid 

agencies find their voice in the dialectic that does not seek cultural 

supremacy or sovereignty. They deploy the partial c u l m  h m  

which bey emerge to constnict visions of community, and 

versions of histonc memory, that give narrative fonn to the 

minority positions that they occupy; the outside of the inside, the 

part in the whole. 

The process of hybrid agency applies to the respondents of this study. They have, 

historically, always b a n  a minority. They have been situattd by majorïties as 'diffienat', 

as 'outsiders'. "Interstitial" agency is a way of living that pmvides an opporamity to 

place a value on who they are, a way to illustrate the various sources of knowledge they 



have access to as a result of their iife-expaiences. Amongst th& own community, it is 

also a way to keep parts of their identity alive, linkages to sites and cultures that are 

integrai to their sense of seif. It is through "interstitial" agency that mernbers of the East 

and Central African-Asian diaspora cm take advantage of the many cultures they have 

been exposed to and a part of, a way to 'get the best from both worlds'. 

One of the ways chat minority populations nspond to exercises of power h m  majorities 

is through the creation of imagined communities. Benedict Anderson (1991) in his 

consideration of nationalist movements first presented the concept of imagined 

communities. Anderson examined the ways in which nationalist movements imbue 

categodcal fictive relationships with the emotions and intimacy of a face-to-face 

nlationship. strengthening bonds and their cause in the process. Members feel affiliateci 

to ail others in the same movement because they believe they share similar values and 

beliefs. The social agent has the impression that they are part of a group that shares 

simiIar hopes, dnams, and aspirations despite never having met. The main difference 

between Anderson's use of the concept and the way 1 chwse to employ it is that 

nationalist movements are most often in the majority, imposing their will on rninorities. 

In the case of a diaspora, the imagined community is invoked but not to subjugate other~, 

they ate a minoriw it is used rather to forge a sense of belonging. Interestingly this need 

becornes salient when they are faced with opposition to their presence, or simply when 

faced with altemate and competing cultures. Anderson discusses the importance of 

language: "... the most important thing about tenguage is its capacity for generzfting 



imagined communities, building in effect particulor solidarities" (199 1: 133) Anderson is 

suggesting that laquage is a key tool in the formation of solidarity for nationalist groups. 

1 wish to extend Uiis to the diaspora commwulty 1 am studying. AU of the respondents 

speak a minimum of four languages. And, as we wilI see later in the discussion, language 

is a main charactenstic that they share with Indians b m  India, it is a characteristic that 

they cite as a main tie, iinking them to hdians and Pakistmis. Likewise, a part of their 

religious community shms a dialect, Katchi, which bonds them together as Khojas or 

Ismaiüs of Indian ongins. In addition, the respondents' ability to speak other languages 

facilitates their integration with other commimities and cultures. 

Imaginexi communities play a role in breaking fne h m  the arbitrary 

classifications set forth by rnajorities to situate minorities. Guamizo and Smith 

explore identities forged 'from below' : 

The process of sub-dtem identity is a process of constant ss~ggîe-a 

stniggle in which discursive communities produce narratives of 

narratives of belonging, nsistance, or escape. In these grand 

narratives of portal meaning, the spaces for fdng non- 

essentialist identities, while not entirely absent, are interstitial-i.e., 

they open up between such dominant discursive venues as 'me 

nation-suite," the "local community," and the " e t h n ~ - ~ a l "  

community. 

(Guarnizo and Smith. 199823) 



Thae CM be an empowering aspect to imagined communities, one that lends pride in 

one's culture and history. In the case of the current study, the respondents are Shia h a m i  

Ismaili Muslùns. Ismailis live in over twenty-five countnw with seventy ta seventy-five 

thousand living in Canada from various backgrounds and origins. Some of the great- 

grandparents of the respondents of this study converted h m  Hinduism to Ismailism 

while living in M a  Migration tcmk place soon aftexwards for Africa, the pressures were 

economic and social, the main goal king to forge a bemr life. Historical narratives have 

been passed on rhrough generations. The values of the religion play an important role in 

the lives of the respondents. The Ismaili community is both an actual community and also 

imagined Actual in ternis of their interactions with felIow Ismailis here in Canada, and 

imagined through their solidanty with Ismailis h m  al1 over the world The power of this 

imagined community is evidenced through the words of one of the respondents, Faride, 

bom in Tanzania and currendy living in Toronto: 'Pt docsn't matter where one is in the 

world, we know we are not alone we can always rneet with someone from our 

community." It is important to note that by this Faride means that ngardless of whether 

he has met the person before, he feels they share a fundamentai simüarity through 

belonging to the same religion. It is perhaps not surprishg that members of the East and 

Central Afncan-Man diaspora have tumed to theV religion as a main source of identity 

construction. They have lived in many places and faced opposition, to the point of king 

expeiied in some instances. The formation of the imagined community takes place h m  a 

young age through family stories and historical accounts. It is reinforcxd through the 

teachings of the community's beiiefs and vaIues. More irnportantly, in the context of the 



Is1I18ilis 1 intmnewed the iinagined community does not respond or pass judgement-it is 

cded upon to cornfort and provide a sense of belonging. 

The respondents of ihis study had not one but two imagineci commrmities that they called 

upon as part of their identity and as a source of belonging; the second king their Indian 

origins. Imagined communities play an integral part of identity formaton and 

maintenance especially for diaspora communities. Identity in this h e w o r k  takes on a 

mythicd status-divorced in many ways h m  'nal' identities in 'mal' places. The 

mythical status is not impuvious to m t i n y  however. There are times, at least in the case 

of my respondents, that imaginary slams into t-eality in the form of visits by rnembers of 

the East and Ceneal Afiican-Asian diaspora to India or Pakistan, or meeting Indians and 

Pakistanis h m  th& respective countnes in other places. At these times, the question of 

what it means to be Indian is r a i e  The meaning for members of the diaspora 1 am 

studying involves M a n  as a socialcultural category, while for members of the 

respective corntries it requires living thm, or at the very least having been bom there. 

The difference of opinion is not always resolved 1 seek to establish the rneanings of what 

king Indian entails, and how members of the diaspora I am studying moncile 

challenges to their Indian identity. 

Deconstructing Place and Space 

Social scientists historically have tended to view place and space primsnly h m  a geo- 

physical standpoint There has been a shift in recent yeras towards a relational view. 

Whm we are dealing with a diaspora a cartographie view does not permit a thorou& 



analysis of their lives. They have nlationships, H e  histories and mernories that trsnscend 

numerous boundaries and borders. East and Centrai Afncan-Asians have h m  the very 

start of their existence fxed challenges to their identity and sense of belonging. Born in 

Afiica of Indian origins, they faced opposition from Afncan governments who in some 

cases refused to provide citizenship. Interstitiality has been a defining aspect of their 

identity ever since. They have sometimes been defineci as part of a nation they have never 

been. in the case of India, aiternately part of States in which they have not held 

citizenship. The culhiral practices originating from Asia were recontexnialzed to fuse 

with the African experience; migration to North Amenca introduced m e r  challenges 

for contextuaiization. The conceptualisation of their identity involves people, places, and 

histories that are extra-local and increasingly diasporic in nam.  1 have chosen to employ 

theohes that deconstmct the concepts of place and space to analyse the complexities of 

the lives of my respondents. 

Analysing the rdationships between places, social agency and perceptions of spaces 

requires a re-thinking of place and space. Theorists concemed with the geography of 

identity and politics of place have suggested ways in which this might be accomplished 

effectively. Pahicia Yaeger (1996) amibutes first and foremost, deterritorialization as a 

key to the shift in the unde1standing of place and spaçe. "...the boundarïes of the physical 

worId have shifted drasticaUy+nforcing the necd for new ways to taik about 

space ... Confronteci by the quick metamorphosis of l d t i e s  into t m s l d t i e s ,  by the 

unmooring of nations and peopIe in r d  the and space..."(l0,11) Moving h m  one 

country to another may influence the way diaspora populations descnbe their identity and 



sense of belonging, This may have an effect on how they construct tbeir identities, how 

they map out their lives, this study wiII attempt to examine these issues. 

A geometric view of space involves viewiag space as an empty area. Space as simply an 

empty area precludes any meaningful analysis of the effcct of given spaces on social 

interactions What is needed is a broader notion of space and place. a relational view 

where the interstices betwem comlng and going, be it physically or mentally becornes a 

site of analysis. Diaspora communities are an integral part of the wort&wi& fnunework. 

They are well placed to seme as indicators for the changes that we may expect for the 

generai population in the not too distant future, some might argue that we have already 

reached a point of accelerated movement for the gened population. This may be 

pwîîaily true but the &gne of migratory experîences of the East and Central Afiican 

Asians is impcessive compared with my own Iife and that of my peers. How has this 

influenced their sense of self and belonging? In what ways are the relationships they have 

created maintained? 

The underpinning of al1 social relationships is spatial. Lefebvre contends that the 

connection betwan the spatial underpinning and the social relations it supports cdls for 

analysis: "Such an analysis mut  imply and explain a genesis and constitute a critique of 

those institutions, substitutions, transpositions, rnetamorphorizations, anaphorizations. 

and so forth, that have tmsfonned the space under consideration."(L991:404) The 

respondents of this study have mapped out their Iives physically in terms of whae they 

have been and abstractly through their imagination. The spaces whexe social relations 



take place an not empty, but rather are imbued with hierarcbies and power stniggies. 

Identity is understood, mapped out and negotiated through social relations. An 

appreciation of identity maintenance and negotiation nquires an understanding of the 

spaces where this takes place. More to the point, one must examine the agents' grasp of 

their 'place' in given sucial situations to evaluate how it has influenceci their sense of self 

and belonging. 

In her book Cities in a World Economy Saskia Sassen examines a transformation of 

space as a result of the global economy. There has been a transformation in the 

geography of ceneality and periphery; whenas previously, developed and 

underdeveloped places wen clearly dernarcated between first and third world countries. 

Resently, place in the context of developed and underdeveloped is no longer divided 

dong nation-state lines. rather the distinction may be drawn within stases: 

they signal that peripheralization pmcesses are occurring inside anas that 

were once conceived of as "core" area-whether at the global, regional, or 

tuban level-and alonpide the sharpming of peripheralization processes. 

cenüality has dso becorne sharper at aii thne levels. The condition of 

being peripheral is installeci in differrnt geographic terrains depending on 

the prevailing economic dynamic. 



A shifting paradigm of centrdity, core and periphery requires flexible conceptions of 

place and spaœ in order to analyse the processes and dynamics within the global system. 

This is funher reinforceci when one considers the increased mobility of labour within the 

new global economy. Questions of belonging and identity are rai& and need to 

incorporate not only where the social agent is presently situateci, but also where they have 

corne h m ,  and where they might ûe going next. This is by no means to suggest that pest, 

present and f u t u e  locaiities are sepamte and discreet. Rather, each must be considmd in 

rtlation to the other and be viewed in a constant or potentiai state of flux. Given the 

muent  migration of diaspora populations, the shifting of core and periphery takes on a 

significance that transcends the economic and permeates the social realm. 1 seek to 

establish how this may have influenceci social relations for my respondents. Members of 

the East and Central African-Asian diaspora have lived in many different countries, have 

been exposed to many culiural practices, and languages. Their cultural repertoire is 

extensive. Their varieci experiences are potentially wfu l  in tenns of their ability to 

adapt, and to c d  difierent nsources and knowledge to the fore as needed 

Hastrup and Olwig (1997) offer a strategy that encourages an understanding of identity 

construction in the ~ s l o c a l  world: "By viewing place as a culhuai construction that is 

part of the process of human Iife, and not as a fixeci entity, we will be able to examine 

crîticdly the historical context mthin such constructions take place. This dso means that 

it is possible to examine the hierarchies of power within whidi such constructions occur 

and becorne recognised"(l2) Place is a cuitmai construction as attested by multiple 

readings of the same landscape. An East Anican-Asian retuming to gesiya will have her 



own set of meanings that she will impose on Kenya as a place, one that will differ 

markedly h m  other Kenyans. This is due, in part, to the cultural and sociai diffaences 

between the two. The meaning imparteci to specific places is not finite but rather may 

change over tirne. The work of Keith and Pile (1993) is usehi in the present context since 

they re-vision spaoe and place to avoid: 'The myth of spatial immanence' which contends 

that there is a singular true reading of any specific landscape involved in the mediation of 

identity (6). The n-visioning suggests that that then art multiple ways to read space, and 

that any aven landscape may be read differently by different social agents. The 

construction of identity is therefore derived h m  the actions of the sociai agent as they 

negotiate the cultures of the past with those of the pnsent and indeed those of an 

imagined community. 

Lefebvre (1991) suggests the creation of a theoretical unity between 'Vie physical". 

''mental" and "social". fields which are usuaily considered separately (10,11). Lefebvre 

recommends examining the existence of spatial codes and their implications: "If indeed 

spatial codes have existe4 each characterising a particular spatiaVsocia1 practice, and if 

these codifications have been produced dong with the space cornsponding to them, then 

the job of theory is to elucidate their rise, their d e ,  and their demise" (1991:17). Space is 

not an empty vacuum. but rather the context whae social interaction OCCUIS, affecting, 

and king affected by the interaction itself; space is whcn the mental constructs, the 

symbols, and the imaginary are formeci, in the same intercornecteci manner. In order to 

understand the life histories of rny respondents it is necessary to consider their nrillatves 

h m  the standpoint advacated by Lefebvre. The identities and sense of belonging that the 



respondents have created have km f o d  on physical, social. and mental realms. That a 

physicd site persuades a physical sense of recognition and then summons memones and 

a sense of belonging and kinship with others is endence of the unity of the three fields as 

suggested by Lefebvre. 

A Diaspora 

Diasporas usuaiIy presuppose longer distances and a separation more like 

exile: a constitutive taboo on rem,  or its postponement to a remote 

futme. Diasporas also connect multiple communitiu of a dispersed 

population. Systematic border mssings may bt part of this 

interconnection, but multi-local diaspora cultures are not necessuily 

defined by a specific geopoütical boundary. 

(Clifford, 1994.304) 

The members of the East and Central Afncan-Asian diaspora fit with Clifford's 

distinction of 'multi-local diaspora culhues'. Many invoke India as the site of their 

common culture, as a social category. The inherent socio-political, cultural and historical 

elements of India represent the base of their identity, as it wert. the label that they 

ernbrace, it repnscnts the source of the culture and practices of th& upbringing; &vite 

not behg raised there. For certain diaspora populations the place of birth is not 

necessariIy synonymous with ongins. East and Centrai Afncan-Asians are not defincd by 

a geo-physicai boundary though India is aonetheless invoked as the site of thek culture 

and bekfs. "So ins- the diaspora is an invocaiion of communal space bat is 



simultaneously insi& and outside the West."(Keith and Pile 1993:18) This explanation is 

most Mnitely applicable, outside of the West as part of an imagined community as well 

as within the West as part of western society. 

East and Centrai African-Mans have iived in and adapteci to many different locales, 

have connections that span the globe, they may also be considered consequently as 

transmigrants, though not in the way genedy described in the iiterafue. Basch et al 

define transmigrants as: 

... the processes by which immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded 

social relations that link together their societies of origin and settiement ... 
Transmignints take actions, make decisions, and develop subjectivities and 

iàentities embedded in networks of nlationships that connect hem 

simultaneously to two or more nation-suites. 

Ongin is a complicated notion for East and Central African-Asians. To clah a society of 

origin would literally be to c lah  a linkage with a society that no longer exists as most 

have Ieft Afnca When India is invoked, it is invoked as an imagined community. With 

this in min& social relations do not necessarily span betwem societies of origin and 

settiement. This is not to say that such Iinkages do aot exist. On the con=, thm are 

Iinkages that span the globe and include numemus counhits. The linkages go beyond the 

eaditiond definition to encompass many comections, and dispersed reIationships, 



including places in which they may have never Iived, or visited By this 1 meen to suggest 

that India for example is invoked as a source of one's origins. The respondents feel a link 

to all  Indians r e g d e s  of where they are hm. This becomes clear when we consider 

what being Incüan means to membas of the Central and East Afncan-Asian diaspora. 

The meaning is explore& it is not taken for granteci that it refns to being a citizen of 

India What king Indian npresents on an abstract and cultural level is examined in this 

study. The connections that the respondents may have can include colonial countries as 

the source of their educational training, and as the country of origin of the group they 

prefemd to aIign themselves with in Africa. Finally, when one considers imagined 

communities, the co~ections are mapped out in space, joining the seemingly complex 

and separate points of reference. It is when we consider the imagined community as a 

source of belonging that the power of the imaginary is revealed, these matters were 

considered in depth through the course of the research. 

Parminder Bhachu discusses patterns of migration that involve series of moves that are 

illustrative of transmigrant pmctices: 'Lthey constitute a transnational people with 

estabiished international, national, and local connections. These fkatures are critical to the 

reproduction of their cultural bases and ethnicities and to th& engagement with the 

econornies and polities of their countries of sealement" (1996:290). Transrnigrants 

recreate their commUNties at the local level through co~ections at the international. 

nationd and local levels. The respondents of this shidy descrii communïties in Afiica 

that are very simrlar to those they are now a part of in Canada, Cultural and religious 

practices are renegotiated and maintaineci as they move to new locales. 



Place, under the ideological precept of the translocal, takes on significance h m  a 

physical, and imaginary perspective. "....place ody persuades us because it is made out 

of ~iterated stories and objects that produce a constant, pervasive sense of 

locatability."(Yaeger, 1996:20) Although Yaeger does not elaborate on this point, the 

sense of Iocatabiiity may be gleaned not only h m  the presence of ncognisable referents, 

but firom their absence. The absence of familia. referents is contrastai to the known and 

remembered refmnts of a previous locale. Yet the skills and knowledge acquired in one 

place are adapted accordingly to meet the needs of a new locale. The result may be 

professional migrants, in the case of my respondents; negotiating their iives in ways that 

maximises the sum of their experiences and linkages. This i s  not to suggest that al1 

members of a diaspora enjoy the ability to move freely and adapt with ease. There may 

be a certain degree of confidence gieaned by moving and adapting to numerous 

environmenu. 1 seek to examine the respondents' thoughts regarding their ability to adapt 

to new locales and the rationale for their success. It appears that in the case of the 

respondents to this study they have d l  adapted well to each country they have Lived in, 

and this translates into a belief that they can ldapt no matter where they go. The way that 

they have rnanaged to successNly move from place to place, maintaining a sense of 

beIonging and of self in the pmcess wiU be considered. Their identity is linked in part to 

the marner that they live their lives according to customs and rimals originating from 

another distinct location. Maintainhg one's sense of self despite where one has bem, is 

presently, and is Uely to go, requires negotiation. One's sense of self is embedded in 

daily practices and rinials. 



Identity in the context of transmigrants becornes plural. and contact spccific. It is the 

experknces of displacement, re-temtonaluation, leaving, returning, settling and moving 

on that introduces altemate, or similar culturai practices to rnernbers of the diaspora. One 

can never t d y  return to the original way of 'doing'. Even the expressed act of attempting 

to maintain practices in a 'traditional' fashion speaks to the recognition that altemate 

forms exist, and conquently the social agent lives these practices through different 

lenses h m  before. Perceptions change and invarïably the meanings of cuitmi practices 

shift and evolve even if the shift is the recognition of the attempt to maintain 'the old 

ways'. This is not to say that the nsulting practices do not meet the psycho-social needs 

of the sociai agent, on the con-, culnirally reflexive practices help to r e i n s d e  

identity as part of a larger community even if, or perhaps especially if these communities 

are disperd. 

Cultural sites 

Karm Fog Olwig discusses the effects of " ... a world where moving and dwelling are in 

constant interplay ...Th e displaceci do not experience temporary absences onIy to be 

confirmed in the wellsrdered structure of normal iife. Theirs is a more or less permanent 

expesience of not king in-situ, as they negotiare a diversity of experiences in a 

detemtorialized worId." (199734) East and Central Afncan-Asians of the diaspora are 

negotiating a variety of experîences in a detemtoriaüzed wodd Their ability to negotiate 

the infiuences they are subjected to is examined in ihis study. The ability of social agmts 

to forge a sense of belonging despite &stance at the local level speaks to the value of 

spirihial and culhnal spaces in which the construction of identity goes beyond specific 



locatities in the effort to shape shared meanings and understanding. Resistance may take 

the form of stereotyping and exclusion from 'mainstream' society. Reaction to 

exclusionary ptactices talces the form of stronger bonds with members of one's own 

community. Cultural sites provide a place to numire relationships and forge a sense of 

belonging. 

Important frameworks of life and sources of identification should rather be 

sought in the culturai sites which have emerged in the interstices between 

the local and global conditions of life. These sites encompass and embody 

the multiple and contracüctory spheres of life in which people are involved 

today. 

(1 99715) 

Cultural sites provide a space to 'rehun' to one's mots at least in cognitive fashion. 

Meeting others with similar backgrounds; participating in customs and rituals that 

reinscribe idmtity is self-affirming and is a key component in community building. One 

such type of cultural site are moques; in the case of my rrspondents, not oniy as a place 

of worship but as a site where cultural and nligious practices are substantiated Tdy 

interstitial in na- mosques are found world-wide. Identifying oneseIf with a specific 

religion creates bonds that transcend geo-physical boundaries. Religious activities at 

moques an very simüar regardles of where the moque is situated It is a site where 

transmigrants may feel they belong even if the welcome does not extend past the front 

doors. The mderlining of dBerence is not imposed from the outside in this instance, it is 



seKimposed as a way of forging a sense of belonging. The sense of belonging is not 

necessarily linked to a place; rather it may be gleaned h m  cultural, religious or even 

linguistic lines. There is a reliance on such cultural sites for a sense of klonging; it is not 

surprising therefore that religion plays a defining role in how transmigrants from the 

Ismaili faith in this study tended to &fine themselves. Cultural sites provide a location 

for msrnigrants to feel 'at home' 

Home Reconceptualized 

Home in a conventional sense is a place of origin; as discussed earlier origin is in itself 

ambiguous for transmigrants. Ongin may not be related to where one was born, or where 

one was raised but rather iinked with the site of one's cuihiral ongins despite not 

necessarily having any actual physical connections. Home in a conventional sense needs 

to be refashioned to account for these dismpancies. Rapport and Dawson suggest: 

Perhaps it is part-and-parce1 of an appreciation of the way that individuals 

live in movement. transition and transgression, that its conceptualization, 

as 'home', is to be similarly paradoxical and transgressive. 'Home' we 

suggest as a working definition, 'is where one best knows oneself - where 

'best' means 'most', even if not always 'happiest'. Hat in sum, is an 

ambigwus and fluid but yet ubiquitous notion, apposite for charting of the 

ambiguities and fluidities, the migrancies and paradoxes, of identity in the 



Rapport and Dawson's definition of home provides fiexibiliw home is not necessarily a 

place. or singular. Home in thek sense is changeable. The complexîty of diaspora 

existence is given space to play out with this definition. Their &finition conmts that of 

Basch et al. CTran~migrants use the word "home" for thar Society of origin, even when 

they clearly have made a home in their country of senlement" (1994.7) Among the 

members of the East and Central Afiican-Asian diaspora neither Africa nor India are 

coasidered home. Many have never lived in India, al1 have resided in Africa, in some 

instances holding Qtizenship, yet now may reside in almost every country in the world 1t 

is important to note that the migratory practices of the diaspora are not new but are rather 

a continuation of a way of Life in Afnca where internai and extemal migration were a part 

of &y-to-day living. Often, members of the East and Central Afncan-Asian diaspora 

were considered as foreigners in their country of buth. This led to innovative ways to 

define their identity and role in society. Home in this context may be imagined in terms 

of an imagined community, or as part of a larger community of 'foreigners' in the same 

land. A key here is that home is not singular. 

Home as where "one b a t  knows oneself" is a better formulation, specifically in referrnce 

to transnationals. An essential component to rhis explmation is that whm one best 

knows onestIf is entwined with whae one is hown by others. Thc nIevance of this 

statement is particularly important for transnationals. The relationships that trmsnationals 

are involveci in span many borders-arguably h m  a social perspective, the relations are in 

fact sans fiantiers. Their Iinkages and retationships go beyond geo-physical boundanes 

and include social ties to people they rnay never have met, yet they believe that they 



shan similar values and customs through memôership in the same &&ion. This king 

the cast, howing oneself is not wrapped neatly in the geophysicai boundaries of a 

nation-state, nor unàer the umbreila of cuitur+identity is plural and evolving in many 

cases formed in an act of opposition to dominant alternatives. We are led to the idea that 

one's idmtity is context specific; who and what we are smunded by wili have a 

profound effect on our sense of self. 1 suggest that precisely because tmsnationais have 

experienced rupture h m  a geophysically based self&finition theirs are identities that 

promote solidarity across many boundaries; af5ording flexibility and superior adaptation 

quelities in the pmess. One's identity is not linked to an unstable 'homeland' but may be 

fashioned dong religious, cultuai or linguistic lines as the need eses. I intend to 

examine these possibilities. m u e n t  displacement and settiement leads to a stronger 

sense of identity through an introduction to alternate, and at times, oppressive cultures. 

Likewise repeated and successfbl transitions leads to pa t e r  selfconfidence. With each 

move new challenges are met, and new skills developed The relationships formed and 

maintained dong the trajectory serve to provide a substantial network of associations that 

encourage social, cultural, religious and economic ties; ties that a non-migrant simply 

does not have the oppomuiity to cultivate. 



Diaspora Experience as Evolutiomry 

The rapidity of change in the world brings into relief the nature of ideritity formation and 

maintenance-what was once taken for granvd now needs to be underlined and 

celebratcd The disembedding of cultural and religious practices may be iinked to t h e  

space compression. 'Tirne-space compression involves a shortening of time and a 

'shrinking' of space-prognssively, the t h e  taken to do things reduces and this in hm 

reduces the experientid distance between different points in space." (Waters, 199555) 

"The liberation of tirne and space is an entirely modemizing development because it 

allows the stable organization of human activity across vast temporal and spatial 

distances". (Waters, 1995:49) Time-space compression is the precursor to disembedding, 

or 'lifting out' of social relations and events h m  their immediate or local context to the 

world in general. 

Malcolm Waters succinctiy summarises the consequence of the process of disembedding: 

"Each of these disernbedding mechanisrns implies an attinide of mist, that is, that people 

have codïdence in the value of money and in the accuracy of expertise that is produced 

by non-present others. Modemity thmfore involves both hi& trust and high 

risk."(f 99549) Time-space compression brings about "...the intersection of presence and 

absence, the interlacing of social events and social relations 'ai distance' with local 

contextuaIities."(Giddens, 1991:Zl) The transmission of knowledge and events across the 

giobe has nsulted in heightened refiexivity. Giddens &fines refiexivity specific to 

modeniity as " ... the susceptibility of most aspects of social activity, and mataiai 

relations with natue, to chronic revision in the light of new information or knowledge." 



(1991:20) This resuits in the chronic reformulation of expert systems, and the way in 

which the individuai relates to, and exists in the world At h t  #ance it might appear that 

reflexivity wouid give humankind more control over their lives. Giddens makes the case 

however, that rather than enhancing security, the constant nflexivity characteristic of 

moàemity a c W y  -tes less conîrol, and thenfore encourages insecurity. 'The integral 

relation bttween modernity and radical doubt is an issue which, once exposed to view, is 

not only disturbing to philosophers but is existentially troubling for ordinary 

individuds."(Giddens, 1991:21) While Giddens suggests that the modem social agent 

faces inmased nflexivity and existentid inseclrrity, this is not a new phenornenon. For 

members of a diaspora, existentid insecurity is an obstacle that is faced at each junctm 

of their migratory panem. Through muen t  exposure to and negotiation with many 

cultures, languages, political and economic systems members of the diaspora I am 

studying are possibly better placed to &ai with the challenges of the world today and 

tomomw. I will attempt to explore this possibility through an examination of their 

adaptive capabilities to date, and their willingness to re-locatt. 1 will also consider the 

maintenance, and the evolution of culnual and religious practices in Canada, that 

originated h m  India and AFnca. 



METHODOLOGY 

Goal 

The goal of the present study is to gain insight into identity constniction, maintenance, 

negotiation, and represmtation of East and Central Afican-Asians of the diaspora. There 

is an emphasis on the role of religion, cultural ongins, birthpiace, and country of 

residence to reach a greater understandhg of how members of the diaspora forge and 

maintain a sense of belonging in different locales. The meaning of 'home' for members 

of the East and Central Afncan-Asian diaspora is dso explored. There are many ways 1 

might have appmached the research. 1 chose to conduct fifrem informal semi-stnictured 

interviews of one to two hours duration with East and Centrai Afiican-Asians of the 

diaspora. Nine of the inte~ewees are female, six male. Twelve of the mpondents are 

originaily h m  East M c a ,  while three are h m  Central Afnca Interviews were 

conducted in Quebec. The interviews were in-depth and qualitative. The advantage of this 

style of interview is thet it encouraged a friee-flow of thoughts on the part of the 

cespondent and faciiitated a pater undesstanding of the diaspora experience in the 

everyday Lives of members of the community. The i n t e ~ e w  style attempkd to encourage 

open discussion Wugh participatory iistening. 



Interview Strategy 

Intemiews were tape recorded with the permission of respondents, then transcribed. AU 

of the respondents speak a minimum of four Ianguages. The nspondents h m  Central 

Afnca w m  educated in French, during their interview they nsponded in French and, at 

times, in English. Their ability to switch from Engüsh to Frmch was impressive. 1 

tmsiated French sections into Engiish as part of the transcription process. None of the 

intemiewees objected tu the intmiew king recordd. A pilot test of the interview 

schedule (Appendix I) twk place with a co1Ieague of Indian descent. I n t e~ew 

üanscripts were examined with a view to noting patterns in responses and comments. The 

process of data gathcnng was refiexive. changes, additions to the interview schedule 

occumd based on previous responses. This was done in an attempt to generatc a more 

comprehensive understanding of those under study and to take advantage of the 

flexibility afforded by the interviewing methods employed. Patterns of responses were 

identified in an attempt to generate conclusions/theories. The interview schedule was 

modified in an attempt to validate or refute preiiminary conclusions. The patterns that 

emerged were considered with respect to the initial hypotheses set foah at the start of the 

project. 

Recruitment Strategies and Rationale 

Respondents were rrrmited initially through a friend From the East and Centrai Afiican- 

Man commudty in Monaal  Criteria for inclusion in the stuciy Uicluded: king barn in 

East or Centrai Afiica of Indian descent, adherence to the IsmaiIi faith and residence in 

Canada, After each interview 1 askeù respondents if they might be abIe to suggest other 



potential interviewees. 1 quateci  that the interviewez contact other potentiai 

respondents on my behalf in order to increase the likelihood of cooperation. Members of 

the community tend to socialise with members of theu own faith. A few close fiiends that 

1 have within the community suggested that they wodd be more likely to ncniit 

successfûlly on my behalf as they are trusted. 

Advantages of the Research Design 

Frorn the outset it must be made clear that my goal was not to produce nsults that could 

be generalised to the greater population of the diaspora 1 sought to glean in-depth 

knowledge of the individuals of the study through listening to their stories; produting 

data that is more in line with case studies. These are valuable in their own right as a part 

of a pilot study that can generate themes and issues that might be explorai across a larger 

population at a later tirne. The complex nature of the issues 1 am explonng can not be 

effectively studied with closed-ended questionnaires. The respondents' narratives are 

illuminating, they provide an in-depth look at their sense of self and their interpretation of 

their Iife history. Their stones are nlated in an open and candid fashion. Paul Ricoeur's 

notion of 'namative identity' is what this study has hied to elicit. He suggests: "....it is 

possible to apply to our self-understanding the play of sedimentation and innovation 

which we saw in every tradition. In the same way, we never ceast to reintcrpnt the 

narrative identity that constitutes us, in the light of narratives pmposed to us by our 

culture." (1991:32). The study is attempting to gain insight into the narrative identity of 

the respondents, and how they negotiate their identity and sense of belonging mss 

physical, social and cultural boundaries. Many reportecl having Ieanied a great deal about 



themselves through the interview process. It should be noted however, that though some 

respondents suggested that they had not given much thought to the issues brought forth in 

the interview, the depth and detail with which respondents have answend questions 

suggests that they have considenxi these issues before. Some noted that they had thought 

about identity issues specifidly when they arriveci in Canada Most of the respondents 

have been living in Cana& for the past twenty-five years. It is possible that they 

considered the issues of identity and btlonging in their first few yeam in Canada, but now 

are settIed to the point that the issues are no longer as Aient. Because the respondents 

are part of a diaspora, the physical, social and culturai boundarïes they have msversed 

are numerous. Each new site provides an opportunity to re-think who they are and to 

forge a sense of belonging. Their Man backgrounds bring a cultural aspect into the 

equation that is in many ways divorced h m  a physical location. The intricacies of this 

redity require non-bounded discussions to explore, Asking o p e ~ n d e d  questions, is the 

most successful method for encouraging open and fa-flowing dialogue, even with the 

most guarded of respondents. 

Disadvantages of the Research Design 

nie comrnunity 1 am studying is very adept at adapting to new environments, and 

' d n g '  people. They are also likely to be concemed wïth the h g e  that not oniy they 

poxtray but how their responses refiect upon the community as a whole. The nsk was ihat 

the responses wiII be those that shed a positive light on the individual (social desirability 

eflect), rather than the tnie thoughts and reffections of the intmiewee. The use of open- 

ended questions hopefuliy encouraged the respondents to speak h e i y  with a greater 



likelihood of open expression as thek answers progresseci. The findings of the study may 

not be gencraüsed to the diaspora community as a whole; because of the Mted sample 

size. Given the fact that this was not the initial goal of the study this is not necesdy  a 

disadvantage but rather an observation. 

The fact that the intenriew schedule was modifieci dong the cotuse of the sntdy resuited 

in some nspondents king asked questions that others were not. The lack of unifonnity in 

questioning rnay have resulted in missing themes in some interviews. Again, as the 

findings are meant to be useful more in the sense of a case study for each respondent, the 

questions asked are valuable for each case in an individualiseci sense. 

The method of recnllting mpondents is not i&d, but it was the only way that 1 could 

proceed. The problem lies in the fact that I was inüoduced exclwively to members of the 

community that my Fnends felt were appropriate. There is a subtie problem in that they 

rnay have chose respondents that they felt would portray the community in a good light. I 

am however exploring identity and belonging, not Ismailism per se, so the impact on my 

study is Iessened 

Ethical Concenis 

The community I intended to study is very close-knk Outsiders are viewed with a certain 

degree of apprehension. 1 am fortunate to have access to this group of people and did not 

want to do anything that might exode their trust. 1 had to be very dismeet, and re~pectful 

of the confidentiality of my respondents. This applied not onIy when =king respondenw 



but critically dming the write up of the research. AU of the respondents of the study 

reported being active in community and nligious events. They are part of a larger 

amber of Khoja Ismailis who immigrated to Canada at approximately the same the in 

the late sixties and eatly seventies h m  East and Central M c &  Then is a possibility 

that fellow Khojas couid recognise the iife-stories of the respondents, as they were a 

community in East and Central Africa. 1 have attempted to pmtect the identity of the 

respondents in the writing of the report by changing their names and sketching their 

migrations in a generalised fashion. 



BACKGROUND 

rsmallism 

Al1 of the nspondents in this study are Shia h a m i  Ismaiii Muslims. Farhad Daftary is an 

expert on Ismaili shidies. In his books The Ismailis: Their historv and doctrines (1990) 

and A Short Historv of the Ismailis: Traditions of a Muslim Community (1998). he 

chnicles the history of Ismailism. 1 have selected passages h m  his books to provide a 

bnef background on Ismailism for the reader. 

The origins of Sunnism and Shiism, the two main divisions of Islam, may 

be traced to the crisis of succession faced by the nascent Muslim 

community following the kath of the Rophet Muhammad, though the 

doctrinal bases of these divisions developed gradually in the course of 

several centuries. In the, Shia Islam, the minoritarian view, became 

subdivided into different groups, many of which proved short-Iived. But 

h a m i  Shiism, providing the common eariy hentage for several Shia sects, 

notably the Twelvm and the Ismdis, was a major exception. 

The Ismailis have had a long and evendul history. In mediaeval times. 

they twice established States of their own and pIayed important paris for 

relatively long periods on the historical stage of the Muslim wo&L During 

the second century of their history, the h a i l i s  founded the f h t  Shia 



caliphate under the Fathid caiiph-imams. They also made important 

contributions to Islarnic thought and culture during the Fatimid @O& 

Later, after a schism that split Ismailism into two major Nizari and 

Mustalian branches. the Nizari leaders succeecied in founding a cohesive 

state, with numemus mountain strongholds and scatterd territories 

stntching h m  eastem Pasia to Syria The Nizari state collapsed only 

un&r the onslaught of dl-conquering Mongols. Thereafter, the Ismailis 

never regaineci any political prominence and surviveci in many lands as a 

rninor Shia Muslim sect. By the second half of the eighteenth century, 

however, the spintual leaders or imams of the Nizari majority came out of 

their obscurity and acdvely participateci in certain political events in Persia 

and, then, in British India; later they acquired international prominence 

under their hereditary title of Agha Khan (Aga Khan). 

(Daftary, 1990: XV-xvi) 

In the the seat of the Nizari Ismaili imamat was transferred from 

Persia to India, initiating the modern period in the history of the Nizari 

coxnxnrmity. Benefiting h m  the modernising policies and the eiaborate 

network of institutions established by the last Aga Wan, the N i s  have 

emerged as an educated and prosperous community. Numbering several 

millions, the Nizan Ismaili Muslims are cumatly scattered in more than 

twenty-five counaies of Ma, Afnca, Europe and North Amerka. 

(Daftary, I998:4) 



Migration Eistorg 

In the second half of the 19th and early 20th centuries, Ismailis h m  the Indian sub 

continent migrateci to East Afica in sipaificant numbers. During the same period, Asians 

were migrating to Mauritius. West Indies. and Naîd and Fiji as  indennued laboms 

(Carter, 1996:19). A main difference was that bail is  migmting to East Afnca did so as 

entrepreneurs. Of the fifteen nspondents of this study, ten have great-grandparents, 

grandparents or parents who were originally from Sind in Pakistan and the Gujarat ngion 

of India They migrated in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in search of 

new economic oppomullties. One of the responbnts recalled how his grandfather had 

lied about his age in order to be allowed to make the journey to Afnca alone. Many 

settled in the coastal toms of Dar es Salaam and Tanga, Tanzania Some settied in 

Zanzibar and o h  in Kisumu, Kenya. Of the respondents bom in Central Afnca., thek 

parents moved inland h m  coastal toms in search of new economic opportunitics and 

challenges. 

In his book Asians in East Africa (1963). George Deif discusses the nligious divisions of 

Indian sealers in East Afkica during the early sixties. He notes that Hindus made up iwo 

thUds of the indian population. while Muslims comprisecl of one third in Kenya and 

Uganda In Tanganyika MusIims outnmbered Hindus, though he does not provide 

specific statistics. (19635). Delf goes on to explain that Ismaili Khojas, one of three Shia 

sects, predominated in East Afnca in cornpinison with the two other Shia sects: the 

Ithna'ashri and the Bohm He provides a brief description of the history of lsmaili 

Khojas: "The Isrnaiii Khojas werc originaUy Hindu trsdas living in the upper Sind anxi 



of north-west India The word 'Khoja' means honolirable disciple, and the t h t  

conversions are said to have taken place in the hveifth centiay." (19635) 

The Ismaili Khojas in East Africa were, for the m a t  part, business peuple. They were 

vcry prospemus. Delf notes: ''Possibiy more than any other Indian p u p  in East Afnca, 

the Ismaili Khojas produce an increasing number of well-educated young men and 

women who fit easily into a modem society."(1963:6) The reports of my respondemts 

h m  East Afnca support this viewpoint. Education was a main priority. When possible. 

they were sent to westem counüies for their studies. 

The social and economic organisation of East and Central Afnca was based on a colonial 

tripartite system. The black Afncans held the Iowest position in the hierarchy, followed 

by the Afncan-Asian entrepreneurs, and the colonists at the helm. Under this 

arrangement, the political, economic and legai framework was set up in a fashion that 

offered a cenain degree of protection for East African-Asians. They were provided an 

economic and legal environment that lent legitixnacy to their entrepreneurid pursuits. 

Consequently, Afncm-Asians enjoyed a certain degree of pnstige and comfort undcr 

colonial de. With the advent of independence in the eady sixties, the colonid legd 

system no longer supported Asian traders. By the early 1970s, pressures on the Asian 

community by Afncan govemment leaders intensifid In Zaire, under the leadership of 

Mobutu Sese Seko, a policy of %irisation', or 'Zaïre for the Zaïrois' was institutd 

NationaIisation of businesses and propezty twk place. Thae weze inforna1 and formal 

pressuns for the Asians to lave  their Afncan homes. Respondents related s h e s  of 



nlatives being picked up by security forces and held without charge. Citizenship papas 

and travel documents of one respondent were seized and destroyed. The dernand for 

expulsion of dl 'non-Ugandans' from Uganda by Idi Amin Dada was an overt and formal 

pressure that Afiican-Asians could not ignore. Four of the respondents of this study were 

expelIed from Uganda in 1972 and sought refugee status in Canada. The events in 

Uganda resulted in Afncan-Asians in other areas of East Africa and Central Africa re- 

thinking theh futures. In the late sixties and early seventies thae was mass migration 

h m  Ahica to western countries by Afncan-Asians. Some of the respondents of this 

study fled their homes, leaving many of their belongings behind. Many tell stolies of 

black AfRcans showing up at their place of business, with officiai state documents giving 

the titie of the business to the bearer. Asians were expected to stay on as employees in 

order to nain incumbents. It was under such conditions, of fonnal and informal pressures, 

that the respondents of this study left Africa for the West. 

Canada was selected as a destination for numemus reasons. The spirituai leaders of their 

Ismaili cornmunity recomended Canada as a safe, âemocratic country where they could 

ptactice their reiigion without persecution. Canada was also accepting immigrants at the 

tirne. In the case of the Ugandans who took pzut in the study, they wem accepted as 

refugees. One respondent's parents had the option of migrating to England, as they held 

British citizenship, but n h d  as they felt animosity towards the British for their colonial 



Respondents9 Background 

The names of the respondents have been changed for purposes of this report. F i n  

respondents took part in this study; six males Iqbai, Imran, Faride, Moez, Nadu, and W; 

nine females Amina, Anina, Laila, Parveen, Faori, Zeitune, Shirin, Alta and Anissa 

-na forty-four, Faon forty--, and Shinn forty-eight were ail born in Bujumbura 

B m d i  Central Afnca Amna rnoved to Zaire with her parents at the age of two so her 

parents codd explore economic possibilities. In L973 at the age of eightem she and her 

family migrated to Canada where they were sponsored by a relative in British Columbia 

where they stayed for one month. She and her Mother then migrated to Montreal where 

she has lived since. Axzina speaks Gujarati, Swahili, and Katchi diaiect of Gujarati, 

English and French. Shinn was born in Bujumbura Burundi she migrated to Zaire with 

her family at the age of six and was sent to Belgium to study at age eight. Once her 

studies were completed at age fourteen she returned to her family in Z a h ,  and they 

migrated to Canada when she was twentyone. She cmntly  lives in Montreal. Shirin 

speaks 7 languages, Swahili, LingaIIa, Katchi, Gujarati, Urdu, English, and Fmch. Faon 

was ako born in Burundi, and moved to Zaire with her parents at age sevm. Faori studied 

for seven years in Belgium then returned to îhk. In 1973 she migrateci to Canada with 

her family. She lived briefiy in France, and retumed to Canada where she has isved for 

the past twenty-six years. Faori speaks 8 languages, Swahili, Lingalla, Katchi, Gujarati, 

Urdu, English, French and Spanish. There are similar ratiodes for the migration panems 

of diese three respondents. There were poIiticaI and economic pressures in Zaire in the 

early 1970s. It became clear to the parents of the respondents that 'non-Zairois' were no 

longer welcome. In addition. nationalisaiion poücies were instituted that nsdted in 



family business intensts being taken over without idequa& remuneration. Canada was 

selected in part because all of the respondents had relatives in Canada and because 

Canada was accepting appîicants from Central and East Anica at the the. 

Pween forty-seven, Laila forty-seven, Zul fifty-three, Faride forty-three, Iqbal fiftyone, 

and Zeitme forty-seven were born in Tanzania Pmeen was raisad in Kenya and 

migrated to Canada at the age of twenty-one. She and her family stayed in Calgary for 

two years with relatives who had sponsored them. In 1976 they moved to Montreai. 

Parveen returned several times to Kenya to visit her parents. She speaks six languages: 

Swahili, Lingaila. Katchi, Gujarati, English, and French. Laila was raised in Tanzania, 

and went to Kenya for advanced training following her secondary schooling. She worked 

in Kenya for three years, the maximum length of time permitted by her work permit, thm 

n m e d  to Tanzania She migrated to Canada in 1980. Laila is proficient in six 

languages, Swahili, Katchi, Gujarati, Urdu, Engiish, and h n c h .  Zul though born in 

Tanzania, grew up in Kenya He and his family moved to Uganda when he was six to 

pursue economic opportunities. He migrated to Canada in 1968 at the age of twenty-one. 

He lived and worked in Toronto, then moved to Montnal. Zul speaks eight languages, 

Hindi, Urdu, Katchi, Gujarati, Punjabi, Swahili, Spanish, English, and M c h .  Faride was 

bom in Tanzania where he completed his high school studies before coming to Canada in 

1974 at the age of seventeen, with his patents. Faride spcaks six languages, Gujurati, 

Katchi, Hindi, Swahiü, English and French. Iqbd was born in Tanzania. a& the age of 

eighteen he went to England to pursue his uaiversity studies. Following his studies, he 

migrated to Canada at the age of twenty-five, where he lived in Toronto for two 



before settling in Montreal. He was origindy supposed to ntum to Tanzania, but his 

parents advised against this as conditions were not safh and the prospects were not 

positive for a career. While snidying in England, Iqbal would retum to Tanzaaia during 

the holidays. He speaks six languages, Gujurati, Katchi, Hindi, SwahiIi, Enpiish, and 

French. Zeitune was born and lived in Tanzmïa until the age of 16 when she moved to 

England to pursue a d e p .  She ntumed to Tanzania during holiday time to visit her 

family while she was living in England. In 1974, following graduation, she migrated to 

Canada with her family. Like Iqbal, she originaiiy intendeà to retum to Tanzania but 

conditions precluded this choice. Zeitune has lived in Vancouver, Edmonton. and now 

resides in Montreal. She speaks Katchi, Gujwati, English and French. 

Alta forty-seven, Amina forty-five, Imran Rfty-one, Nader sixty-thne, Moez fifty were 

bom in Uganda Alta moved to Zain with her family at the age of twelve. At seventeen 

her parents sent her to the United States for her University studies. At twentyone she 

moved to Montreal to pursue another degree. A few pars later, she returnecl to Zain with 

her husband and children. Her pmnts and in-laws were living there, and economicdly 

there appeand to be potential for success. She lived in Zaire for a short time and retumed 

to Montreal where she currentiy iives and works. Alta speaks six languages, Gujwati, 

Katchi, Hindi, Swahili, Engiish, and Fiench. Amina was born and r a i d  in Uganda. Sbe 

moved to Tanzania for her high school studies then reninied to Uganda, At the age of 

twenty-one she migrated to Canada as a refugee d d g  the Ugmdan aisis. She senleci in 

Mon-, where she cumntiy üves and works. Amina speaks five lmguages, Gujurati, 

Katchi, Hindi, English, and Fmicb. Imran wes born end raised in U g m k  He migtated to 



Canada as a refugee in 1972 at the age of t w e n t y - h  during the Ugandan crÎsis. Imtan 

speaks four languages, Gujurati, Katchi. Engiish, and Frmch. Nader was born and r a i d  

in Uganda. His p r i m q  and secondary schwiing took place in Kenya At the age of 

sixteen he returned to Uganda to open a business. Nader moved fnsuently within East 

Afnca for business purposes including: 1958 Kenya, 1959 Bunmdi, 1963 Kenya, 

bctween 1963 and 1972 he migratecl between Kenya, Bwundi, and Zaire finaiiy rehuning 

to Uganda in 1971. In 1972 Nader was evacuated h m  Uganda as a refixgee and Ianded in 

Montnal. He was sent to British Columbia, as he could not speak French. In 1979 he left 

British Columbia for the United States where he stayed until 1981 when he retumed to 

Vancouver. The cost of living was very high in Vancouver so he migrated to Montreai 

where he cumntly lives and works. Nadex spcaks four languages Katchi, Gujarati, and 

Swahili, and English. Mrm was born and raised in Uganda where he stayed until 1972. 

At the age of twenty-two he was evacuated h m  Uganda as a refbgee to a camp in Italy. 

His parents had rnigraied to Canada earlier but Moez had wanted to stay and complete his 

snidies. In 1973 he migrated to Montnal where he lives and works. Moez speaks five 

languages, Gujurati, Katchi, Swahili, English, and French. 

Anissa was born in Kenya where she completed her primary and secondary schookng. 

She then went to England for m e r  study. Anissa gradwed in 1970 and remed to 

Kenya She and h a  husband migrated to Canada in 1974 to join her sistem who 

emigrated in 1972 ficm Uganda. ARer completing a degree, Anissa, her daughter and 

husband moveâ to Pakistan her h u s b d s  birthphce. Anissa has lived in Canada and 



PakJstan at various points of her life. She speald seven languages Katchi, Gujrirati, 

Punjabi, Urdu, Swahili, English, and French. 

Eleven of the respondents had relatives in Canada who offered to sponsor them. Twelve 

of the Ntem nspondents were in th& tctns or eady menties at the time of their 

migration to Canada. These elevm were following the advice of theu parents, who w m  

also lcaving Afnca for Canada. 1 believe it is significant in tnms of their sense of 

belonging that most of the tespondents were in uiùr teens and early twenties at the time 

of their arriva1 in Canada. They have been living in Canada for the past twenty-five years 

on average, and consider Canada to bt home. Six of the respondents were sent to western 

countries to study at the secondary and university levels, The considerable migration that 

most of these nspondents have experienced is noteworthy inasmuch as they have learned 

to adapt to new places and ideas. Their facility for languages is evident, with each 

respondent king capable of communicating in at least four languages and sometimes as 

many as eight. It is interesting to note that migration twk place within Afnca, mostiy for 

economic Rasons, as well as within Canada, and sornetimes the United States for the 

same nason. These patterns are intriguing, it is not sinrprising, givm their history, that 

some of the nspondents e x p d  that though they are happy where they an living 

currently, that shodd the need mise they would be pnpared to move on to new 

oppomnities. 



In the following two chapters each topic wii l  bt introduced, quotes h m  the 

nspondent(s) wilI follow, and then a discussion of the findings will be provicieci. The goal 

of this format is to present the views of the respondents as much as possible in their own 

words. 1 want to reiterate that the findings provided are not to be generalised to a larger 

population but are valuable in their own right in terms of what they bnng to our 

understanding of identity and befonging for members of the Centrai and East Afiican- 

Asian diaspora. The ability of the respondents to articulate their points in such an 

eloquent fashion attests to the excellent &cation that they have receiveâ. Their 

agreement to participate in my nsearch was part and parcel of their respect for and 

emphasis on education. The ways in which people discuss w h m  they have lived, and are 

living is influenced by where they are, and more importantly who they axe talking to. And 

while I do have concems regardîng the appmpriateness of a white Anglo S m  studying 

the lives and meanings of East and Central Afncan-Asians, much of what my tespondents 

have said to me has alIayed my initial concems. Fande a respondent bom in Tanzania, 

cummtly living in Toronto stated poignantiy: Y would much d e r  taIk with you, YOU do 

not have the same biases of someone with a simila. backgroun6" So the potentid for 

Eurocentrism is perceiveci as l e s  of a threat than the pokntial bias of someone from 



'within'. Fari& observe& "I think you are going about this in the nght way, you me 

iistming, listening to our stories-that is how we can get towards understanding each other 

better". It is with gnat humility that 1 have attempted to take their words and impart new 

meaning to them, 1 have to the best of my ability tried to remah txue to the essence of 

their views. If I have fded it is solely my responsibility and in no way a reflection of 

their responses. 

The issue of multiple identity wiil begin the discussion, not least because this was the 

ovewhelming characteristic of al1 of the nspondents. The formation, maintenance and 

implications of multiple i&ntity are considered; the situational nature of identity 

consûuction is explored in addition to the influence that location has on identity 

representation. The varied meanings attributed to being Indian are considered' the 

deterritorialized n m  of Indian as a social category of identification is aiso discussed 

The impact of experiences the respondents have had in Africa is contemplated with an 

emphasis on mernory, place, and the sense of self. Contested identity is delineated in a 

fashion that facilitates the examination of the d e  that ôoundaries, geo-physicd and 

social, play in the formation and maintenance of identity. 

Muitiple Identity 

East and Central Afncan-Asians that 1 interviewai ex- thgr identity in terms of 

numaws characteristics, place of birth, ongins, religious affiliation, colonial referents, 

current country of fesidence, and cultural practices. Many lived in more than one -cm 

country at times holding multiple citizensbip. It is mMceIy, given the range of opti011~ 



with which to define theV identity that the respondents will choose to express who they 

are in a singular fashion. 

The abiiity of the nspondents to articulate with clarity the cornplexity of their own 

identity is Iinked in part to the naturr of their religious training and upbrînging. The 

parents of the respondents were very particular about passing on values and traditions of 

their religion and Indian origins. The respondents have a subtie appnciation for the 

nuances of their identity, how it is manifestecl and under which conditions, and the effect 

of location on the negotiation, maintenance, and presentation of seif. Without exception 

~spondents wanted me to have a clear picture of who they are and what is important to 

them. While it rnay seem üke I am beginning with what should be the end. 1 have chosen 

to adcires the issue of multiple identity first as it encornpasses al1 the aspects of what 

follows. People as a nile like to fix others in place, situate them within their own 

paradigms; the concept of multiple identity is more challenging, elusive. Members of the 

Afncan-Asian diaspora have crossed multiple borders, cuinual as weii as cartographie. 

They have been exposed to and sometimes infiuenced by mmy differing ideas, cultures, 

and political ideoIogies, social and nligious customs and rituais. To expect members of a 

diaspora to have a finite sens of self or a singular description of their identity is 

simplistic and does not respect their varieci experiences. They may, at times choose to 

present a singular aspect of their identity if doing so will be to th& advantage. In the 

context of an interview that welcomed complex responses the issue of identity came foith 

ss a myriad of infinite po~sibilities, just as varieû and engaging as the respondents 



themselves. When asked how he identifia himself. Iqbd a nspondenr born in T d a ,  

who studied in England and now lives in Monaal responded: 

Interesting. at the very core of my being my identity is &fin& by my faith 

and within my faith the specific group that 1 belong to which is the Shia 

Ismaiii Muslims. That is the core of my being and then if you wmt to go 

mund the next layer would be my Indian or Asian heritage my culturai 

background. 

Later in the intexview, Iqbd wmt on to suggest that he is East Afncan. his emotive ties to 

Tanzania outweigh any feelings he has for India What needs to be underlined here is that 

IqbaI's identity is a composite of religious, social, cultural, and political definers. The 

identities are muitiple but not impervious to one another. The importance Iqbd ascribes 

to his religious identity is clear in his account His nligious background is integral to the 

way he Iives his life. 

Amina, boni in Uganda now living in Montreal who descnbes herself as a Canadian 

IsmaiIi of Indian ongins bom in Afnca notes: "Anything to give the other person a clearer 

picture of who 1 m." She wants those she cornes into contact with to realise tbat she has 

more to offer, pempectives and ideas h m  many places, cdtures and beiief systems. 

Moez, bum in Tanzania and now living in Montreai States: 



1 always respond I am a Canadian of Indian ongins born in Afnca, through 

my faith first and foremost I am an Ismaili, as an Ismaili which we are a 

minority. Through the teachings of our leader who encourages that you are 

part and parcel of the community you are living in, 1 am an IsmaiIi of 

Indian migins who was born in Afiica and now lives in Canada. 

The respondents quoted above were illustrative of the common thread throughout the 

i n t e~ews .  They without exception employed more than one descriptor when defining 

their identity. They go into such &tail routinely as they fkel it is important for others to 

know that they are a mixture of more than one possibility, that they have viewpoints and 

ideas that emerge h m  more than one place and ideological system. 

Where one is and who one is tdking to definitely influences how one describes one's 

identity. Parvem, born in Tanzania, and raiseci in Kenya makes clear the distinction that 

location c m  make in the construction of identity: 

In Afnca 1 described myseIf as Indian, 1 guess because it was a 

predominately Afncan culture 1 couldn't tell an Afncan rrn Afncan so 1 

was Indian; to a British person 1 would say I'm Man. h m  the moment 1 

anived in Canada I said 1 was Kenyan; somehow it became important 1 

think 1 was tmisported, trmsp1anted. I'm not an indigenous Canadian. 1 

didn't know if I'll ever be or if my kids codd ever say th& Somehow 1 

cm not say, I don? h o w  for the Iife of me, 1 can not say Indian because 



I've never been there, 1 have no absolutely no mots that 1 could identify 

with absolutely none. I'm Kenyan. 

The situational nature of identity is vividly represented in Parveen's discom. It was 

preferable for Afncan-Asiians to differentiate themselves from otha Afncans despite 

king bom in an Afncan country. The social stanis of the hdian population was superior 

to the majority of Afncans. In this context, it was desirable to align oneself with the 

wealthia classes, hence the demarcation and emphasis on being Indian. Imnur, bom in 

Uganda and currently living in Montreal explains: 

The British brought in a class structure among the people. The British 

dways built in the high land, the best property and the best area of the 

country, they tnated us as second in the hierarchy. The Asians lived in a 

nally homogeneous group. and the blacks were supposedly on the 

Iowland, an area where very few of the Indian community would senle. 

The class stnicn~le was reinforcecl 

community in particular we saw the 

for us too, 1 think for the Asian 

British and the blacks, and we were 

somehow in the micicile. For the hdian community as such, it was very 

acc~mrnadating~ to be iefk alone, and yet to have very many privileges, 

which the black people did not have. We had priviieges in the sense that 

the Asian comrnunity, or the Indian commWLity, because of the affluence 

ihaî the Indian commuaity enjoyed, because they were in the business 

sator. or they were civil servants, working for the goverment, or for 



banks. I think in my case, my parents were in business where they had 

enough money to enjoy a certain level of Iifestyle, so you could have an 

exclusive house, or a car, or belong to a club. 

Imran's description of hiemhy under British d e  is a vivid pichire of a congruent 

geophysicai and social hierarchy. Asians wexe in the middle of the hierarchy and tcnded 

to aspire to be essociated with the British as part of the privileged class. Schooling was 

under the British system with many instructors h m  England. The tenàency to lean . 

towards 'al1 things British' has had a profound effect on Iman in tmns of his identity and 

his feelings for England 

For us England was mon of a home country, and this shows the 

tremendous influence the British system had, because politically 

educationally, it was al1 the British system, and we grew up in that 

environment, [sol that for us taking a nal holiday would mean to visit 

England 1 never had the chance, but many of my friends, many families 

tw, and in my family toq  there was always a second, an extension of your 

family in the UK. 

The strong influence of the British colonial systern on Imm is ihstm&d in this passage. 

Suggesting that EngIand is a home country is profound; it should be noted that this 

applitd while living in Ugaada Since unmigraîion to Canada, imnui involces Uganda as a 

home country. He describes himseif pnmarily as Ugandan and part of being Ugandan 



encompasses the British influences that he was exposed to and a part of while living 

there. It is noteworthy that an East Afncan-Asian is identirying more with the British than 

with his Indian mots that he rernarks are "simply tied to my skin coloui'. Skin colour for 

Imran is the second criteria for his identity construction. In the final anaiysis, it is 

birthplace that holds the gnatest importance for Imran in tcrms of his identity. 

While it was beneficial to ally oneself with the privilegeci classes in Af'rica, in Canada 

Parveen identifies herself as Kenyan, the country where she was raised. Parveen could not 

elaborate on why there had been a shift "it just became important". Many other 

nsponcients experienced the same phenomenon. They chose to define themselves, or at 

least a part of themselves as African in Canada, though they did not do so in Afnca. Skin 

colour was named frequently as the main criteria for king Indian. The fact that they were 

born and raised in Afîica is not outwdy manifesteci. It only becornes knom when the 

respondents chwse to tell others. Their Afiican background is the main way in which 

they differ h m  other Pakistanis and Indians living in Canada By stating their place of 

birth in their seIf-descriptions the respondents are H n g  a boundary between 

themselves and Indians and Pakistanis h m  thtir respective countries; and articulating an 

interstitial identity in the process. 

Pmeen raises another Unportant point when she explains that Y couldn't tell an African 1 

was Afncan" In East Africa it was not enough to be born in the country to gain the 

distinction of beiig African. One needed to be black. Nor as mntioned previomly wodd 

it have been sociaüy desirabIe. It is ciuious that now in Canada, Parveen is o h  taken to 



task when she tells people she is Kenyan: "you are not black enough" a comment she has 

heard frrquently in Canada Initially she would becorne fnistrated by the comment but she 

has concluded that many Canadians are simply not aware that people of Indian origin 

formed a community in Afnca. Or. for that matter, that being Kenyan encompasses more 

than just king black. For Pmeen, being Kenyan meant in pa t  king rai& there. The 

same criteria used in Afnca are being applied in Canada Outward indicators of identity 

namely skin colour, that cannot be changexi set the tone for the impressions othm have of 

who we are, challenging these initial impressions puts other's perspectives into question 

and there is often a reaction, sometimes quite pointed as in Parveen's case. It is perhaps 

due to the constant challenging of their identity that they are digging in their heels, 

underiining their ciifferences and articulating who they are with such insistence. 

Identity is formed, negotiated and renegotiated in the presence of others. Bakhtin's 

concept of the excess of seeing cornes into play; we nted others for the completion of our 

identities, even if their only purpose is to serve as a contmt to ourse1ves. Parveen did not 

idmtify with Indians and Pakistanis bom in India or Pakistan, she expresses this 

difference through her emphasis on her place of birth. There is a reflexivity that takes 

place in these situations, as much as others are attempting to situate Pwem by asking 

h a  if she is Indian, Mans and Pakistanis are, in a way, fixing themselves in opposition 

CO her, reinforcing their own sense of self in the proccss. 

The role of the other in identity conshucaon more often than not takes on a political 

connotation. Those in position of power are more k I y  to &fine or situate others 



according to their own needs and desires. In the case of the British in Ugmda a social 

hiexarchy was established that had a physicai connotation in t e m  of where people wuld 

live. Keith and Pile's view that: 'the spatiality of the diaspora is the ground on which 

mommtary and ever-shifting lines are drawn between inside and outside, oppressor and 

oppressed, the same and other"(Keith and Pile, 1993:18) cornes into relief at this point 

Majorities have always situated the mpondents of this study. When they lived in colonial 

Afiica privileged minorities situated them. The manner that this is manifested rnay be 

dinct, in terms of exclusive white only clubs in Afnca, or indirect when they are asked by 

Canadians how can you be h m  Afnca you an not black? The underlinhg of difference, 

social exclusion may not always be intentional but it is the inevitable outcome from the 

moment they are askeà "where are you fiom?" Perhaps on a positive note the question 

opens the door for the consmiction of self to the other as one would like to be understood 

or more practicalIy in the way that best promotes one's self-intmst. When we consider 

Charles Taylor's views on the politics of recognition, namely that mismognition, or 

nonrecognition may inflict ham. the abiiity of the social agent to negotiak thek identity 

is enmeshed in the views ottiers hold. It is enmeshed in th& intemaliseci notions of how 

others view them. A positive construction of identity is, in part, dependent upon due 

recognition, which the respondents have not always received In the case of the 

respondents even the tenns emplayed for seIf-definition may bt and are conteste& this 

will be considaed presently. 



What Does it Mean to be hdian? 

Respondents were asked to describe themselves and to explain what they memt by their 

description. 'Being Indian' was a common descriptor. But what it m m s  to be 'Indian' is 

not necessarily the same for al1 nspondents. To address the potential for ciifference 1 

asked respondents what king ''Indian" means for them. The following an excerpts of the 

answers: 

Faon bom in Burundi and cumntly living in Toronto explains: "My culture and origins 

are Indian, in the &pth of my king it is who 1 am. 1 have Indian blood, I speak Indian 

languages, my clothes, and food are al1 Indian. My nose is p i e d  1 have a typical Indian 

look." Faori brings forth many aspects of Indian-ness in her nsponse. The life force of 

her body-the blood, is Indian. This illustrates how being Indian is hmdamental to her 

smse of =If; it permeates every part of her existence. This is an inner manifestation of 

what it means to be Indian altemately Faon outwardly expresses her Indian-ness in part 

through her manner of dnssing, her pierced nose and by speaking many Indian Ianguages. 

Parveen has two teenage children. She is concemeci that her children may be losing touch 

with a part of their identiw 

1 don't want them to Iose thousands of years of history and thousands of 

yean of CUI= do you know what I mean? 1 mean nothhg is going to 

change just because you carne to another soil doesn't mean that that has to 

change. 



The detemtdalized nature of identity consüuction is illustratexi in this passage. Here 

Indian relates more to history and cultural traditions that are passed on h m  one 

grnarition to the next. Pmeen suggests that Indian-mss is portable-not place dependent, 

Her con- for her children 'Iosing' their culture indicates that though her culture may 

be portable it may not bt as easy to establish in Canada as it may have been in Afnca. 

Parveen has never lived in India Indian cultute and history that she lemeci growing up in 

Tanzania has travelled with her to Canada where she now imparts them to her children. 

Many respondents e x p d  that Indian identity npresmts values and family. The strong 

values that were imparted to them during their upbnnging have stood them in good stead 

for their lives. Iqbal suggests India represents: 

The idea of family, family king close, helping othm, the concept of the 

extended family, the value placed on niendship, personai values like a u ~ t  

and integrïty, I'rn not saying al1 Asians are like this but these are some of 

the things 1 was brought up with. That was the definer. 

The f d y  has a strategic d e  in the daily lives of my respondents. All expnssed close 

ties to th& families; those with children take the nsponsibility of child naring very 

seriously. Many echo the need to pass on the values mentioned by Qbal on to their 

chirdren. The values of integrity, honesty, and trust are p m o u n t  and are noted as 

integrai in th& sense of who they are, and why in some cases they have managed to adapt 



to a North American way of Me without losing touch with their 'Indian' side. The values 

are also linked to their reiigious beiiefs. 

Anina, bom in Burundi and now living in Montreai discusses what she means by Indian 

origins: . 

The culture, food and upbringing is what I mean by origins. 1 have fiends 

in the community who are h m  India and they are diffemt [culture] 1 am 

not a true Indian despite my parnits and grandparents. I have changed 

here, ways that you get h m  living, adopting western ways. 

Anina has never been to India though she would Iike to visit one day. She sees herself as 

different h m  Indians h m  India yet defines h a  origins, culture, and upbnnging as 

Indian. Tnie Indians for Anina are those that are bom there; she has changed in Canada, 

adopting western ways. The way one lives one's iife is paramount in self-definition. The 

complexity of Amna's identity is a nsuit of her experiences of living her life under 

numemus influences. 

Zeitune boni in Tanzania and cumntly living in M o a t d  suggests: 

1 guess whenever 1 think about Indian culture it is the family unit, Mon 1 

ttiink about ai l  the things the f d y  unit is the mngest. Some of the 

traditions that we have the dresses that we Wear. It means that 1 have some 



of the culture, culturai aspects of India even though I cannot relate to India 

because 1 have never been to India. 

Alta bom in Uganda and cumntiy Living in Monüeai articulates what being Indian means 

for hec 

1 cal1 myself an uidian because 1 speak the language, 1 eat and pnpare 

Indian food 1 Wear Indian clothes my origins are Indian. my grandparents 

corne h m  India, my parents have gone back and visited India, 1 love the 

Indian culture, 1 sing Indian songs, 1 speak the language and yet I think that 

if I was to go back, if 1 were to go to India 1 don't think I'd fit in. 

The demarcation berneen the meaning of Indian as a means of socio-cultural 

identification and as an to a particular place is underlined in these passages. 

Clearly the act of king bom or üving in hdia is not requisite to the right of calling 

oneself Indian. Zeitme and Alta are pointing out that dcspite being Indian in terms of 

selfidescription, this is not a guarantee of king at ease in India. Zeitrme and Alta are 

affiliating themselves with an imagineci community of the Afrcan-Asian diaspora. They 

are mapping their lives in a manner that tninscends, or perhaps ignores geo-physicd 

boundarïes. They are nonetheles aware that there is a difference between Indians from 

India and who they bekve they are; they are quite aware of this as manifested by their 

suggestion that they would not feel at ease in India India as a place takes on an 

importance but not as a source of a 'home' country but rather as an arbitrary titie for the 



pIace in which some of their culture and beliefs originated. By exploring the ways 

Afncan-Mans believe they differ h m  those bom in India we gain insight into how 

identity is forged when it is contested by Mans and Pakistmis who claim right to their 

title by vime of citizenship: 

Leila bom in T d a  and now living in Montreal visited India and relates her feelings 

about the trip: 

I just went to India about eight years ago when AKF had organiseci a trip 

to India and Pakistan to see the projects. 1 went there and that was the fint 

time I had been to India and the only thing that 1 could identify there was 

the language that I spoke and it was the same language that brought me 

like closer to India. But otherwise if I wouldn't have been there it wouldn't 

have made any difference to me, 1 wouldn't have missed anything. 1 am 

East Afncan Indian, In India when 1 went I codd see the difference 

between the food that we have. It may be the same curry may be curry for 

example chicken curry but the way it is ma& in hdia they use a lot of 

spices as opposed to East Africans who use more tomatoes su the taste 

would be different but the ~ m e  wotdd be the same (italics addod) so it's 

more Indian than the cuisine that we eat at home. 

This passage provides a giimpse of the complexity of multipledentities. India as a place 

held v q  little emotionai value for Laila; language was the only aspect that she identified 

with. The sefaction of fimi as an illustration of difference is signincant Just as the names 



of dishes are the same but taste différent, Afncan-Asians who daim to be Indian cal1 

themselves Indian yet are not the same as those h m  India 

Faon's experiences in hdia and her reactions to the reception she received during her 

visit are illuseative of the challenges that may be faced when criteria for seK4efinïtion 

are not aligned dong the same ais: 

1 did not feel good in India We were seen as foreigners, different h m  

those who live there, not inhabitants. This was a source of extreme sadness 

as we consider olirselves Indian, they were our compatriots, but they did 

not feel the same way.. .It was painful to see our compatriots in such poor 

conditions. 

Whm 1 inquired as to how she rezonciles the actuaj events during her visit with her sense 

of self, she explains that India is the some of her culture, and describes herself and 

others she knows h m  Africa as 'imported indians' as their travels have chsnged them. 

Fundamentally however in her opinion they share the same c u l t u  even if some of the 

actual practices have changed compared with those living in India. Indian is invoked as a 

social category. For 'irnported Indians' one does not have to be from there to be Indian. 

this is strongly contested by the indigenous population who consider themselves Indian 

by Whie of the tenitory in which they are living. As 'Unporteâ Indians' 'nami' to India, 

new meanings are constructed around Indian as a descriptor of identity. Shifts in the 

meaning of 'being Indian' cl#ites tension betwcm India as a site and Indian as a social 

cakgory. Respondents who visiteci hdia nmained, for the most part, unfazed by the 



teauous rtlationship. On the other han& local inhabitants appeared to be disturbed by the 

challenge to their understanding of what 'being Indian' represents, as evidenced by theîr 

insistence on demarcating Merence between themseIves and nspondents who visited. 

Iqbal visited India a numbcr of years ago. 1 asked lqbal how he was received in India: 

So here's an interesting one, they could tell that 1 was not h m  India 

More importantly they could tell I was from East Mca, without me 

teiling them. 1 was by and large fascinated, 1 think 1 was fascinated, 

amused simply because 1 knew that 1 was part of them. And so if they 

could tell fine you know. 1 was no different h m  them. 

Zul, bom in Tanzania is now living in MontreaI; his views are similar to Iqbal' s: 

The moment 1 lanckd in India instantly afkr ten seconds on land that 1 

codd identify with the psyche of an Indian because it is my own. 1 felt 

comfortab1e in that land Where 1 speak the Ianguage fluently not one but 

ten Indian languages. 1 felt very much at home, 1 felt very cornfortable 

there you know undestanding the psyche of the Indian what his thought 

process was, because it's the same as mine. But 1 was always longing to 

come back to Montreai. Because most of the places I was accepted like an 

Indian toUnst retuming home; basically deep inside there was no argument 

within myself. 1 had just come here as a t o h a  There they say you are a 



fonigner. 1 said sure right. But you know though 1 Iooked like an Indian 

when 1 went thm. 1 was dressing Wre an Indian. But these people they 

would &fmitely lcnow that this guy is a tourist. 

When 1 asked Iqbd to elaborate on how he was a part of them he could not. He believes 

that he is fundamentally the same as those living in India, at least in the basic smse of 

values and culturc. Zul was a bit more precise suggesting that he has the same psyche as 

the Indians h m  hdia. Initially he was cornfortable yet he wanted to retum to Montreal. 

The way that Iqbal and Zul talk about the Indians that they met in India seems to indicate 

that they were not fazed by their reception, that even if those living there did not believe 

they were M a n  that was ok because they know that they are. Their secUnty on this issue 

appears to be unshakeable, not unlike Faon's point that though those living there thought 

they were foreigners, she knew they were compatriots. Their ability to forge a sense of 

belonging, not necessarily to India as a place but rather to king Man as a way of Iife, as 

a socio-cultural category seems squanly rooted in their sense of self. The strength they 

cal1 upon to maintain their identity is based on a strong sense of who they are, in their 

collective history as part of a diaspora, finally as part of an imagined community, that 

they see has linkages with ail Indians regdess  of where they are. Parminder Bachu's 

argument that tnuisnationds have nummus comections, local, national, and 

intemaiional may be taken one step further in this paradip. The connections that 

transcend Bachu's local, national and international linkages are those that involve bonds 

that the respondents fek for India as representative of the site of th& cultural ongins. The 

bonds are imagine& and encompass di those who share an 'Indian' upbringing. 
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A f '  and the Heart 

Afnca as the place of birth and country where most of the respondents lived out their 

childhood years has a special meaning. The meaning extends to Afiica as a place. as the 

site of iheir memories. The feelings respondents expresseci for Africa are heaxtfelt and 

iIlusuate how memones ihat are tied to a specific location lend an importance to the 

place. The mapping of life histories necessitates the recognition that a place may 

influence social agents on many levels. At times we are tied to the physical as sentient 

beings. Their feelings for Africa are articulated in terms of heart-felt love of the time they 

were there dong with sadness at the mognition that they may never go back, and even if 

they did it has changed many times for the worse. The reaction of nspondents to this 

reaiisation is mixed though many prefer not to return and to Ieave their memories intact. 

Alta expresses her feelings for Uganda very eloquently: 

I tasted the land with my spirit, 1 tasted Uganda because 1 gnw up there as 

a chiid and 1 roamed around, 1 had my feet in the ground, on the grass and 

up the t ~ e s  and in the water and that experience I'11 never forget. 1 tell my 

children that 1 used to remove my shoes and socks and w& this huge 

patch of green grass in the morning with the dew on the gras and corne 

out the other side with wet feet and I'll never forget that but this was very 

much a part of my briaging up of my childhood mernones and the friends 

that 1 was with you know wouid charge out of schwl at luachtime and just 



nui ai l  the way home or stop somewhere in between likt for ice cubes with 

um sugar and food colouring because it was so hot and this wouid be our 

way of cooling off and 1 donPt know how many pennies we paid for it you 

know cents but and they'd give it to us on a square of newspaper, printed 

newspaper, we didn't care if the ink was running and these are the things 

that that 1 grew up with that are very much a part of me. Climbing up trees 

and breaking off mangoes. We'd take chilli pepper and sait and sugar and 

put it in a little piece of newspaper and put it in our pocket, and then either 

on our way to school or on h m  our way back h m  school we'd throw 

stones and break the mangoes h m  the trees, and then we'd dip it into this 

mixture and then just eat it raw. We bmke pava off the trees and ate it. 

When I went back to Afiica to live for a short while the minute 1 arriveci 1 

felt a part of the place, the smell, the beauty, my mernories came fiooding 

back. 

As Aita related this story she looked past me and out the window of the coffee shop and 

we were dent for a moment. It was like she had transporteci h e d f  mentally back to the 

places of her ctiildhood These memones are vivid and are very much a part of who she 

has become, a part of her that cm not be taken away. Lefebvre's suggestion that we unite 

the "physical", the 'inental", and the "social" is weiI taken in Aita's case. Arguably it is 

not possible to consider her narrative in any uther fashion if we wish to analyse her story 

in its entirety. The physicai characteristics of Afnca the grass, mangoes, heat to name a 

few touched Alta, and now have k e n  reconstitutcd mnemonically. These experiences 



have shaped who she has become and how she relates socially with 0th- When we 

consider the complexity of the lives of diaspora populations these fields are meshed with 

memones and actuai time and space acting on and off of one another with fields of 

experience that transcend boundaries that are physical, and social. Like oral history, 

diaspora memory may be adjusted to meet requirements at new locales. The physical 

reaction that the respondents expressed on returning to Afnca is tied not only to the 

physicai characteristics but also to the memories or the cognitive impact that the physical 

triggers produced in the respondents. These cm not be considered separately. In order to 

comprehend attachment we need to examine the three fields together. While Alta felt 

many emotions run through her on arriva1 in East Afnca, she had initial problems 

adapting socially. Her perspectives had changed, she believes that she is far more Iiberal 

now, less rigid specificaily in tems of the demarcation between herself and the blacks. 

The changes nsulted in sanctions from her relatives who had retumed to M c a  many 

years earlier. Her life in Canada has changed her way of seeing the world and this had an 

impact socially as her views were at odds with other East Afncan-Asians. Aita is unable 

to ever tmly r e m  to Kenya, the way she lives her life now is fundarnentally different 

h m  the ways she knew when she first lived there. 

Iqbal's rendition of his visit to East Afkica is contrasted to his visit to India: 

No 1 mean 1 was kind of happy to be there [in India] to be abIe to tell my 

children or grandcfii1dren or whatever that 1 had b m .  It did not do much 

for me emotionally if anything it just but for the grace of God there go L 



Because when you look at some of the abject poverty it gets to you. 

hteresting enough the foIIowing year I went to Kenya although it's part of 

East Africa 1 was bom in Tanzania the minute I got off the plane I had a 

lump in my throat. The smells, I don't know, whatever it was it really 

moved me. 

The visceral response Iqbal had on arriving in East Africa underlines the strong Linkages 

that may be formed between social agents and their sumiundings. The memories that 

flooded back to Iqbal upon his mival twk him by surprise. We are intimately connected 

to our surroundings. These ties ine not completely severed when we leave a place rather 

they lie dormant until our return. At other times it is not necessary to actually rem to the 

original site; we can be persuaded in the sarne way by familiar smells and sounds, they 

may carry us back in our min& to the places we associate thern with. There is a gamut of 

emotions that are brought forth in such instances, especiaily when the place is imbued 

with symbolic meaning. 

Amna relates how she ftcls about her birthplace: 

Because I was bom then, 1 have a very soft spot for Africa. 1 know things 

have changed, 1 have not bem back to my birthpke. It is too dangerous, it 

is not the Africa L used to know. Weekends and evedgs our family wodd 

get together and my uncles wodd 4ng. We wodd have music parties, we 

didn't dways have a tabbla so we would use pots and pans. Good 



memories, we would go for picnics, big ones with three, four f ' e s  

together, it would h a p p  often. 1 miss this here in Canada, Family 

gatherings were muent; family had a diffmnt meaning a bigger 

meaning. Weckeads were fiez time much more than h m .  Here everyone 

is very busy, everyone has his or her own things, it is very individualistic. 

Yes 1 miss it but I like the indepenhnce h m ,  I enjoy Canada. 

Amna srnileci while relating this story especidly the part about using pots and pans for 

drums. The time in Afnca is remembered as laid back and relaxed despite the occasional 

political unrest- At thes she and h a  family were forced to flee to a neighbouing countq 

until political conditions improved. Nonetheless Afnca is remembered with a mixture of 

fondness and sadness. Coming to Canada has its advantages pluticularly increased 

independence and safety. The price is a loss of closeness with family. Socialising occurs 

but not as often and the pace of Iife in Canada is much more demanding than when she 

lived in Afiica; this is one of the trade-offs that Arzina has made by immigrating to 

Canada. 

Zul bom in Tanzania, grew up in Uganda and is now living in Monueal explains why he 

dots not want to return to Uganda= 

I wodd not go back to Uganda because I have such great mernories of 

Ugaada 1 left Ugauda when it was in its hey days; it was absolutely 

fantastic- Everything Iooked very big to me because 1 was so small. 



Everything was so big it was a big country corne to think of it, the biggest 

department store in Kampala the biggest department store it was hown as 

Draper's and, when 1 look at that the dollar store in my neighbourhood is 

bigger than the biggest department store but to me that was a real big 

department store. I have very good memones of Uganda and 1 would like 

to keep them rather than go and see the whole thing destroyed because 

Uganda is in shambles, basicaily the whole country has been set back a 

couple of hundred years. And I'd rather stay with the good memories, than 

to go back and destroy my great memories. 

Zul wishes to protect his memories by not nturning to Uganda. His memories are part of 

who he is, treasures that he does not want to tamper with. The decree forcing Zul and his 

family out of Uganda was most painful, as was the lack of nsponse k m  the nst of the 

world He became quite sad while discussing Uganda, what it once was and what it has 

now become. It is clear that Uganda as Zul's place of birth holds a special place in his 

heart. Zyl was not the only respondent with thest views, yet in some cases riespondents 

expnssed a desire to rem to their place of birth. The nasons for ntuming are varie& 

Some expnssed the wish to introduce their children to where they grew up, others just to 

see their homes one more time, and some simply as towists. 

Those from Uganda dso had issues regarding the manner in which they w m  forced out 

of the country by Idi Amin Dada 



lnnan h m  and raised in Uganda explains: 

Even now when 1 talk with my own children, 1 always Say that we left the 

country, we thought that it was only temporary, that there would be a 

public outcry, or world pressure on Idi Amin. to reverse his decision, and 

then we could go back again. Beaiuse 1 cannot relate to India or Pakistan, 

with my children now, if 1 had the opportunity to take them anywhere in 

the world it would be to Uganda. I may be thinking more, maybe I am 

nostalgie about my home country in that sense, perhaps it is more because 

if I had left the country voluntarily. 1 don't think 1 wouid still have 

sentiments about the country. Because we were forced to leave, 1 feel that 

something, that there has to be a clostue for me to go back again, and see it 

once, say to my childnn this is where 1 was bom and gnw up. In that 

sense there is a lot of memories there. 

Protecting his memories is not a main priority for Imran; 1 had the smse that Imran is still 

very tied to his birthplace, there was a nipnire when he was forced to leave. By renuning 

he hopes to anain dosure. He is aware that things have changed since he left. Uganda as a 

place is pulling Imran back. He considers himself to be Ugandan and resents the manner 

in which he was forceci to leave his home. 

The time Ieading up to expulsion was also very tramatic for Ugandans of Indian ongins. 

Moez, born and rai& in Ugm& claims that d'ter independence "you could feel the 



power and the force that you w a e  no longer considered Ugandan". It should be noted that 

al1 of the Ugandan respondents took Ugandan Qtizenship at the point of inàependence. 

The pressures h m  Ugmdans intensified as time went by as evidenced by human rights 

violations. The personal impact of these experiences is tragic. In some cases the fcar 

induced by sirnply hearing of the misfornine of othm was enough to encourage members 

of the Indian commmity to leave. Moez provides a powerfid example of the pressures on 

'non-Ugandans' to leave: "As the years went by we felt more and more insecure. We 

were told to line up in Kampala and the army took our documents and tore them up in 

front of us. It was very unne~ng." 

Moez was very emotional while relating this story. He. like Imran, is angry with the 

international community for not stepping in at the time to put an end to the 

discrimination. Choosing to becorne Ugandan at the point of independence was a show of 

solidarity with fellow Ugandans with the country's leaders. The decision to take on 

Ugandan citizenship was recommended by the religious leaders of the community. The 

choice was not easy given that their identities were not tied to any single place. The 

choice was made for practicd as well as emotional reasons. Ractically speaking they 

believed it would ease tensions between the Asian community and Afncan leaders. 

emotionally they felt a part of Uganda having be«i born and brought up then. Having 

their papers destroyed-in some cases these were the nrSt citizenship papm they had ever 

heIci?was vcry traumatising. It was a successfui intimidating tactic as rnany Mans chose 

to flee even before the decne was announcd Moez's family Ieft and despite pleas by his 

family, M o a  elencd to stay on to compIete his stucfies. In the end he was evacuated to a 



refbgee camp. Moez wouid like to r e m  to Ugmda for a visit but only as a tourist. Mœz 

wishes he could go back and live there but he is too newous about his safety. The wounds 

of expulsion have not fully healed, he prefers the security and peace of mind he has in 

Cm& 

These passages offer a rich diversity of viewpoints regarding Afnca as a place. The views 

of the respondents were varied and complex in t e m  of their feelings for Afnca. Pauicia 

Yaeger's point that "place only persuades us because it is made up of reiterated stories 

and objects that produce a constant and pervasive m s e  of locatabiiity" (1996:ZO) is 

reinforced by the respondents' accounts. The Ievels of recognition for those who retumed 

to Afica were rnuiti-sensory; likewÎse, respondents are rrconstructing Africa in rnulti- 

sensory ways. The meanings that the respondents impart to these memories are individuai 

and specific yet the overwhelrning constant is that Afnca is an integral part of them. 

Afiica symbolises their beginnings, and whether the r e m  is physical or cognitive, 

rcspondents find they are a part of the land. In the final analysis, the history of the 

cespondents is tied to place, there have been radical changes in their countries of birth but 

their memories remain. The fear of destroying one's ncoilections by rehuning underlines 

the value of the imaginary on ou. sense of emotiond secuit.. Rather than h t e n  these 

memories with 'reality' they prefer not to rem. What they may be missing by pmtecting 

their memories is the positive viscemi nsponse descri'bed by Iqbal as weU as others who 

have retumed. The feelings that the respondents ex- for India paie in cornparison to 

those e x p s e d  for f i c a .  While India represents the country of their ongins. oftm the 

b i a h p b  of grandparents, the importance it has for the respndents is primady syrnbok 



in terms of stones and customs that they lea~ned while growing up. Those who visited 

identified with Indians living there yet noted a difference, a thin Lint of separation. that 

line being Afnca. India as a place could not persuade the respondents, physicdy they 

were unrnoved. Transmigrants are perhaps best positioned to clarify the issues regarcüng 

the significmce of place. The imaginary plays an essential role in forging and maintainhg 

their identity. In a way they are bentr placed to fetl secure. physical sites change, new 

meanings impartcd but the imaginary is relatively impe~ous. 

Contested Identity 

Members of the East and Central African-Asian diaspora are not always able to define 

their identity in terms that fit neatly with social and cultural stereotypes. Alta, bom in 

Uganda now living in Montreal had a very difficult time regarding how she defined 

herself and oddly this was not in India or Pakistan but rather in the United States where 

she went to coliege. Her account challenges perspectives on identity construction. Alta's 

case brings forth the suBering that may occur when deding with such issues. contested 

idmtity is difficult at the best of times but when one is not clear personally in terms of 

who they an and how they want or should represent themselves it can be most alienating. 

We had one Indian boy h m  India Karim and he was there and he was ail 

excited because he knew that I was coming and that I was Indian he said 

"ooh weiî g ~ a t  whm are you hm?" I said weI1 I'm Indian but I'm not 

h m  India and he said, "oh have you ever ken these?" And 1 said no and 

he just couidn't quite grasp the fact that 1 was Indian but 1 had never lived 



thm because for him it was just as new or just as different that he was 

from India and had corne to the States to study. He didn't biow that there 

were that many Indians who w m  outsi& of India who had made their 

homes elsewhere but that had never been to India but were still Indian and 

cailed themselves that culiuraily 1 wodd cal1 myself an Indian. And here I 

was in wearing a pair of jeans and a T-shirt and 1 just felt like 1 wasn't 

belonging but then 1 wasn't sure what 1 was supposed to belong to. 1 calleci 

myself an Indian but 1 found that 1 was very diffmnt than Karim. Because 

he carne h m  India he had been brought up there. India was his home so 

he had a country; 1 didn't have one even though 1 had a Ugandan 

citizenship. 1 felt that while he felt himself to be a real Indian and 1 was 

just an outsider or a fake hdian, but not a tme Indian. 

Alta's story brings to Iight the complexity of diaspont identity and the shuggles 

embedded within, For Kanm one needed to be fkom India to be Indian. Mta and Karirn 

were constructirtg what it means to be Indian in different ways. Faced with a 'me' India, 

Alta felt üke a fake, an impostor. A lack of homeland ma& Aita feel inferior and more 

insecure. The dynamics of this situation are intnguing; an Indian h m  India was 

contesting an Afncm-Asian's identity in the United States. The coIlege chose a 

mmmate for Alîa who had lived in India with the assumption that Alta would feel more 

at ease; this too was a source of angst: 



My mmmate the first year was a missionary kid h m  India and 1 that's 

one of the reasons I think that they had set me up with her because she had 

lived in India. She was white. I found that they were able to relate, there 

was a whole group of them who came h m  Mpradesh,  1 think they had 

theV missionary set up there. They w e ~  able to relate more to Kerim. 

They seemed to have more in common with him than 1 did Because they 

werr very fluent in Hindi they al1 wore lengas the guys who were there 

wore pyjamas with their vests, the girls very often wore the long lengas 

ski- and tops to go with them. But saris and shaiwar kameez and lengas 

were totally foreign to me, you can't imagine, and when I went to the 

States they'd Say put on your traditional outfit and I said 1 don't have one. 1 

had 1 didn't bnng a sari with me because I had never wom one and so I 

told my Mom to send one to me h m  Kinshasa We had an international 

student's association where 1 went to school and everybody had their 

traditional native outfits and other students at the college wanted me to 

share rny culture with them. They would especially have a day or a 

weekend where other students would corne and mingle with us and talk to 

us about our culture. I had never been so embarra& because 1 was 

supposed to be Indian and 1 didn't how a bloody thùig about king Indian 

as such as a traditional Indian h m  India. 

The situation Alta found herself in is quite extraordinq. White snidcnts, born in the 

United States, who had Iived in India, were more 'Indian' than she was. Alta found 



h e l f  at a point where she needed to nquest that traditional clothmg be sent to her h m  

Afnca despite never having worn it befora Alta was trying to forge a sense of belonging 

by conforming to the standards set by Karim and the white students who had lived in 

India The standards were also irnposed by felIow students h m  other backgrounds at 

international student days. The representation of Indian was stmotypical. manifestecl 

primarily thmugh dress. These intemationai student days were designeci to celebrate the 

uniqueness of the student population and to leam about one another's culture. In the final 

analysis such events led to painN reckoning for Alta. These events underlined difference 

rather than promoting inclusion. For students that had their identity tied to their place of 

birth, where country and culture gelled as one, international student days were Iess of an 

issue, they could in a sense set theii own standards. experts on what it means to be h m  a 

specific place. But Alta did not enjoy the same security. She did not have a home to 

retuni to, her culturai repertoire was diverse, not easily defined Alta was aiready facing 

the stress of king away h m  her family and being immersed in a new culture. The events 

at her school bmught forth issues regarding belonging and identity that she has not 

resolved even to this &y. The representation of what it means to be Indian included 

one's manner of dnss-even in the Unired States. How odd for Alta, of Indian ongins. 

brown, to feel different, set apart not on the basis of king a minority in the United States 

but rather for not king Indian enough. Her habit of dnssing in western clothing stemmed 

from iiving in Uganda where her family and indeed ail nspondents h m  this study tended 

to want to elign thcmselves with the colonisers. They w m  nonethekss subjects of the 

empire, subjugated to the colonking power. AIta's experiences at her schad were imbucd 

with an mdercurrent of control. Clasmates trieci to fïx her into pIace, categonse fier 



according to distinctions that they were cornfortable with, when she did not meet these 

expectations social pressuns were exeaed admiaedly these may not have been 

intentional but rather a response to Alta as an enigma Those who do not fit neatiy into 

categories challenge existing codes of identification that cm upset balance and security 

for the individual and those around them. Social pressures may be as simple as nquests 

for elaboration on identity indicators. Foucault's discussion of power as it relates to the 

subject is brought into ~ l i e f  in Alta's case. Foucault suggests that a form of power is 

exercised whereby individuals are made subjects. He imparts two meanings to the word 

subject namely: "...subject to someone else by control and &pendence. and tied to his 

own i&ntity by a conscience or a self-knowledge." (1982:212). The repeated inquines as 

to her origins. the repeated reaction to her claim of king Indian, and international student 

days are examples of the exercise of power over Alta. Neither her fellow students nor the 

faculty were doing this deiiberately; their reaction to AIta may be understood as a 

response to an individual who did not fit squarely into their paradigm of what it means to 

be Indian. Nonetheless, the outcome for Alta was concrete and nsuited in changes in her 

behaviour. Confusion regarding her identity was brought to the surf'e by their ammpts 

to categorise her, cnating stnss and sadness. Aita went on to try to conform to her peers' 

coqception of wliat it r n m s  to be Indian by altering her manner of drcssing and by 

speaking Indian languages. something that she rarely did growing up in East Africa They 

had effectively ddined what being Indian represented, specifically in terms of Ianguage 

and dress. She becme tied to theV interpretation of h a  identity in a way that made her 

not oniy a subject to their contrd. but subject to the changes in h a  self-know1edge. 



The problems that Alta f d  iire a nsult of competing views of what it mcans to be 

M a n .  What Alta was struggüng with needn't have been a struggle at di. What we are 

dealing with in terms of East and Central Afncan-Asians are degres of Indian-ness, 

degrees of western infiuence, de- of  Afncan. Alta had a pmblem defining her 

identity. This is not a weakness. in Alta's case she felt inadequate at not being able to 

perfonn in a manner consistent with a 'tme Indian'. Alta is in fact so much more than 

this. She has a cultural repertoire to cail upon thai spans three continents. Nonetheless 

there is social pressure to 'belong' somewhm; to be linked to a specific place; for 

members of the diaspora this becomes quite problematic. Aita explanation to her peers on 

this count is telling: 

They'd say "ok where are you fiom?" WeIl 1 was bom in Uganda, 1 moved 

to Zaire, I'm Inciian but I've never bem to India, 1 speak an Indian dialect, 

1 speak Gujarati and Katchi and so on but 1 do not write either one. 1 sing 

Indian songs but 1 don't know how to write them. I speak my own dialect 

but 1 can't nad or write it. 1 prepare Indian f& 1 eat Indian food but i'm 

not sure h m  what province or h m  what aiea of India that food 

traditiondly cornes hm, it's just M a n  for me. 

Alta's passage illustrates the detemtorialized nature of the markers she uses for identity 

conmction. The 'where' aspect of the markers i.e. food is less important for Aita than 

the substance "Indian for me". Indian for AIta is different h m  her peers' notions of what 

it means to be Indian. Their sense of being Indian is, in the cases of Karim and her 



mommate strongly linked to M a  as a place and their personai experiences there. There 

are âegrees of Indian and different meanings that may be attached to the notion of Man. 

Each individual chooses the manner in which they wish to represent their identity it must 

be noted however that these decisions are influenced by social pnssures. In the case of 

Indian identity and Alta, her pers linked it solidly with India as a country; one needed to 

be from there or at least lived there to f d  squarely into their category. This is evident in 

the way that the white missionary women who had lived in India, relateci well with Karim 

and the other Indians h m  India at the college. Experieacing India as a place. living there. 

albeit bnefly, was integrai to king accepted Accepted as one who understands Indian 

culture by vimie of king exposed to it in India Alta, on the other hand, codd only relate 

to Indian culture as she experienced it in Africa through the teachings and practices of her 

parents and the Asian comrnunity. Students h m  India or those who had îived in India 

were accepte& according to Alta's account, as compatriots. We may ask what are the 

differences? What aspects make East and Central Afncan-Asians difierent h m  'me 

Indians'? These differences are lecognised by respondents and are explained in the 

following passages. 

Amina bom in Uganda cmntly living in Montreai explains how she beiieves she differs 

from Indians h m  India or Pakistan: 

1 am a Canadian originally India My parents are h m  Ma, but 1 am 

from AÇica, 1 am uncomfortabIe to say 1 am h m  India I want to put my 

parents them but 1 can't put myseff there, because I have picked up a lot of 



bits about me in fia 1 am not purely Afncan, I am not black There is a 

thin line between king Indian and what 1 am and that iine is Afnca-1 

ihink in Afnca we were more libetal, the girls were very o p .  For 

example there were no arrangeci marriages. My traditional dishes are more 

Afncan than Indian, use the same spices as Indian dishes but somehow it 

has evolved with Afncan components for example 1 use coconut-this is my 

Afncan part this dish is fmm Afiica. I Wear saris often, for weddings at the 

mosque. 

The thin line Amina speaks of is not necessarily represented by Africa as a place or 

directiy in terms of Afncan cuitun. There is certainiy a fiision of Indian and Afncan 

foods; yet none of the respondents mentioned any other Afncan cultural difference, in 

terms of clothing for example. Afnca is important h m  another perspective. Amina's 

parents and grandparents migrateci from India to Afnca to pmue economic possibilities. 

The act of moving h m  a stnctly Indian environment to one with western and Afncan 

influences necessitateci adapting to a new milieu. In order to adapt and be succeshi 

certain Indian traditions were no longer beneficial or desirable. Perhaps it was simply the 

introduction of new ideas and ways of living that had the greatest impact. There were 

rnany Europeans and Americans in Afnca when my nspondmts were living there. The 

hdian community tended to socialise more with expatriates than with black Afncans as 

they preferred to identify with the weaIthier classes. My respndents' parents were d in 

business and doing quite weU financially. This dowed them to send their children (now 

my respondents) to western style schoois eitha in Afnca or in many cases in Empe. The 



exposure to European values and beliefs seems to have had a gnater impact on my 

respondents than M i c a  in and of itself. Ceaainly food habits changed but this was more 

in mponse to available ingredients than any conscious decision to h e r s e  oneself in 

Afncan culture. Zul bom in Taazania and currently living in Montnal explains the role of 

culture in identity and the impact of Iiving in Afiicê 

You see we might have left India a hundred and fifty years or so but we 

never left our culture. We dressed western, but out thinking was eastem. 1 

grew up in a very strong household culturally very strong. We were given 

extnme pride in ourselves in our own culture and on our pats, on our 

traditions, on our philosophies at least in my own household Growing up 

in that household we were ail taught to be very pmud of ourselves as 

Indians. So our cooking at home was Indian, our way of thinking was 

Indian our philosophy was Indian. Our traditions were Indian but we 

dressed very western. I don't think 1 have taken, absorbed any of the 

Afican culture redly. Lots of my fiiends when 1 challenge them Say "oh I 

am not Indian" because maybe the colonists did a wondemil job on them. 1 

cal1 them süghtly weaker souis. The British did a terrîfic job on them to 

convince them that you are not Indians, you are not Afiîcans but you are 

brown Englishmen. And this is what today my fnends my Indian fnends, 

they look like me, they talk Like me but they tbink white. 



This passage encompasses some of the complexities of diaspora identity. Zul clearly 

believes that the impact of colonialism on Asian identity transformation was signifiant 

compareà with the African influence. The hierarchy of the British colonial system dong 

with the desire to affiliate oneself with the socially advantaged encourageci the Mans to 

study and dress according to western standards. Afiican cultural traditions seem 

unimportant. Zul's description of brown Englishmen is also telling of his perception of 

the colonial influence on his peers; he is clearly not plcascd with this nality. 

Al1 of the nspondents dressed in western style clothing while in Africa; and with the 

exception of three h m  Tanzania al1 wear their traditional M a n  clothing here in 

Montreal. This deserves greater attention. The decision to Wear western style clothing in 

AFnca was taken by the spiritual leaders of the Ismaili faith in order to align themselves 

with the successful strata in Afnca. This accounts in part for the liberal leanings of the 

Asian community in Africa. In the final analysis, this advice proved to be quite helpful 

when Asians needed to migrate to North America. The fact that al1 of the respondmts 

underwent numemus migrations over their lives has played a role in their capacity to do 

well whmver they have found themselves; not lest because they manage to enhance 

their knowledge base with each new locale. And, more to the point, their understanding of 

human nature is acute not least because facing aew plans, new environments and 

customs has put into niief the questions of idmtity and of self. Having smiggled with the 

issues on numerous occasions and for most part corne to tams on such issues they are in 

a far better position to understand and recognise insecurïties in others and play them to 

their own advantage or assist others as the case may be. By playing to heir own 



advantage 1 do not mean to impiy that they take advantage of others rather they have a 

keen understanding of the insecurity of others and their need to feel accepted as they have 

faced these emotions in so many instances under varying conditions. As a result when I 

ask if they fed accepted here in Canada, they without exception reply yes. They go on to 

explain that this has less to do with Canadians and how they feel about them and more to 

do with how they make febow Canadians feel accepted and worthwhile and in tum the 

response to their presence is p s i  tive. 

The adaptation potential amongst the respondents is noteworthy. Added to this is a trust 

in their own ability to adjust to new environments should the need arise. Strategies and 

inded directives for action are made known to the Ismaili cornmunity through religious 

leaders. There is no doubt however that their history of migration, first hand expenence 

of adapting to new places fkom a very young age have honed these strategies and yielded 

selkonfidence. Zeitune pnsents examples of strategies and experiences that have helped 

her to adapt in Canada: 

My mom never wore a sari in Afnca except to get mamed. She never wore 

it because we were brought up because of the religious influences that we 

ha& we w m  toId to become more western then you are able to blend in, 

know the language. And when you think back it has helped us to move 

into the Cana&= environment. I had those seven years living in Eaglaad 

When I nrSt went to En@& 1 was young. not very mahm but thcn from 

England to Canada not much diffmnce. Except for the long winters. 1 

Iived my Iife in England in the sense that day-to-day activities are so 



diffmnt in England compared to East A f r i a  Thaî aspect was very 

diffaent And I lived with my Atmt and Uncle so 1 was not compietely 

isolated h m  my family but you were not useci to having your Aunt and 

Uncle l a v e  in the rnorning and corne back in the evening. Very different 

h m  East Afiica where you wodd sce your family in the aftemoon and so 

that aspect was different. Education-wise we worked just as hard. That 

was not different. 1 think mostiy the timing and the structures uh were 

different, a busia lifestyle in England compared to East Afnca. 1 didn't 

find much of a difference when 1 came to Canada, 

Here the direct effect of migrating to England at an early age faciütated Zeitune's 

transition to Canada It should also be noted that East Africa was aiso quite westernised 

as mentioned eariier, expcriences in Afnca were aiso helpful in this regard. 

Laila, born in Tanzania and cumntiy living in Montreai discusses how she began wearing 

s d s  in order to attend a function in Pakistan despite never having wom them before: 

I s m e d  wearing it here only after 1 first wore a Pakistani Indian dress 

when 1 was going on that trip because 1 had to. 1 was, we w m  told that in 

Pakistan and India you cannot Wear your normal dresses because they are 

very strict. That was about nine years ago. And then 1 liked it bec- it 

was so cornfortable so 1 bmught back some more from there. 1 wear saris 

oniy for Ismaiii events but I wouidn't Wear it if the event was organiseci by 



a non-Ismaili. 1 don? fed cornfortable- 1 haven't worn it because 1 &n't 

want to be singled out as an outsider, like a stranger, 1 want to be part of 

that group so 1 would like to bc one of them, that's the reason. I don't want 

to be singled out as a minority. 

Other respondents echoed these views. The ouhkratd represmtation of identity is 

controUed. 1 think we must recognise that al1 people at one point or another modify their 

outward appearance to get their goals met Laila manipulates her outward appearance 

according to where she is going, and who rnight be there. It is clear h m  this passage that 

she has no interest in appearing Indian to Canadians who are not Ismaili or of Indian 

descent. This is in line with the way in which she dnsscd while growing up in Tanzania 

Likewise, she prefers to wear her saris to Ismaili community events in order to be 

identified as one who belongs. 

Anissa, bom in Kenya and cumntly living in British Columbia and Pakistan, holds 

British, Pakistani, and Canadian citizenship. In Canada and Pakistan she describes herself 

as "an M a n  h m  East Afnca, 1 cannot take myself away h m  East Afnca and Say that 1 

am a Pakistani I cannot do that" Anissa's experiences in Afnca are Unportant ta her sense 

of self. She underiines this as a main ciifference between herself and Pakistanis; she stiil 

feels she belongs when she is in Pakistan, the way she bas negotiated this is noteworthy 

Urdu is the national language of Pakistan. 1 speak it when 1 need to speak 

it. In Pakistan almost everyone more or less speaks W s h  as well as 



different cultures and dialects and communities have their own littie 

dialect going but Urdu is the national language and Engiish is the second 

language but everyone almost speaks English there ail the time. So 1 mean 

it took me a while to adjust myseif to that cultural background which, my 

culnirat background is differenf you see Pakistan is a Muslirn state it has 

its o m  conservative community yet some communities are very liberai too 

in the way that they are thinking. The thinking is again namw-minded, 

one tmck but over the years it has changed and 1 have seen a lot of changes 

in Pakistan over twenty years. People accept me for what 1 am, differences 

are then. my way of taiking is the=, my dressing up is a linle diffennt. 1 

Wear the ethnic clothes over there. Yet 1 wear my jeans al1 the time. You 

know, 1 go on the streets wearing my jeans and my shirt and 1 just go in the 

bazaar like most of the youngstm these days do that It is not like women 

of my age living in Pakistan. One wouldn't do that, they would Wear the 

cultural clothes, you know. the traditional clothes to go in the bazaar and 

al1 that. But for me, 1 do not have to look at people-and it does not bother 

me if people look at me, people don% care really as such. I just go out and 

1 do my shopping. Whatever we need to do, 1 just do, and corne home and 

if people are looking at you and passing comment it just doesn't make a 

diffncnce. Beiieve me they don? do that mymore. So I just live there, 1 

have accepted the culture, it doesn't bother me, I fit in very weU. I am 

Asian so I fit in very well. Everyone in Pakistan is brown, we have a lot of 

ethnic commmùties as weU so Pakistanis have accepted me for what 1 am. 



This passage is brimming with negotiation stratepies in or& to forge a smse of 

belonging. Anissa brings forth similarities between herself and Pakistanis h m  Pakistan 

namely she speaks the language and she is brown; this ailows her to go about her daily 

routine, live her life as it were in Pakistan as she sees fit. She is Asian she believes she is 

accepted despite her ciifferences; namely the way she speaks and the manner in which she 

dresses. Part of this acceptance she links to the fact that since there are many ethnic 

communities in Pakistan, she is simply part of the African-Asian community. It is clear 

though that Anissa does not want to simply blend in with Pakistanis. Unlike Laila, she in 

fact underlines difference by the way in which she dresses. InterestingIy, she tends to 

Wear her saris more ofien in Canada than Pakistan. These habits are symbolic, tending to 

undedine difference rather than similarity, a kind of cultural right of those who nside in 

more than one place. Perhaps as a defence or rcsponse to the inevitable ~ d e r h i n g  of 

diffcrence articulated by those who wouid defme her identity as other than their own, 

embracing the difference making it her own to be tnasured and displayed. Parveen bom 

in Tanzania and cumntly living in MonneaI aiso chooses to emphasise that she has more 

to offer, namely Iinks to other cultures: 

1 Wear sdwaar kameez and saris to moque and non-Ismaili events. This 

means to me that 1 want people to identify ihat this is Parveen she is 

Canadian, living in Canada etcetaas, she has aquired end foUows d l  the 

Canadian n o m  etceteras, but 1 am actuany Indian from birth. 



By articulating difference, either verbally, or symbolically through h, Anissa and 

Parveen are marking out difference between themselves and 'locals'. They are embracing 

an interstitial existence in the pnxxss. They are negotiating their identity in a manner that 

expresses the multiple contexts with which they are associated In so doing. Anissa and 

Paneen lessen the possibility of king judged by the social standards reserved for those 

'hm there'. They make clear that they have more to offer, perspectives h m  another 

place that they are still a part of; embracing the flexibility of an interstitial existence in 

the process. Identity in this context becomes plural, and context specific. It is the 

experiences of displacement, re-tenitoriaiization, Ieaving, renuning, senling and moving 

on that innoduces alternate. or similar cultural practices to members of the diaspora, and 

neither is the same after the introduction. In Anissa's case, she cails upon more than one 

imagined community, her Indian Mages while in Canada, and a combination of western 

and Afncan influences in Pakistan. 

This chapter has attempted to outline key influences on the formation and maintenance of 

identity for the respondents. The cornpIex nature of the respondents' identity was 

presented Identity for the nspondents is Iayered and &fin& by numemus descriptors. 

The d e  that Ma, as a socio~culturai descriptor, plays in the nspondents' self-definition 

is outlinecl, as well as diff 'ng perspectives on what king Indian represents. The 

infiuences that experiences in Afnca have had on the respondents were considaed 

Finally, the issue of contested identity was explored 



RELIGION: THE ANCHOR OF SELF-IDENTITY AND 

BELONGING 

General Considerations 

The format of the previous chapter will be continued for this section. Each topic will be 

introduceâ, quotes h m  the respon&nt(s) will follow, and then a discussion of the 

findings will be provided. In this chapter the role of adherence to the IsmaiIi faith will be 

exploreci. The meming of an Ismaili i&ntity for the respondents is studied, as well as the 

importance of Isrnaili identity in terms of spiritual and secular matters. Mosques are 

discussed as a site where nligious and culturai practices are reinfo~ed and substantiated. 

The concept of home is exploreci, as the concept relates to transnationais, such as the 

~spondents to this snidy. LastIy, the experience of king part of a diaspora is considered. 

The possibility that diaspora iâentity may lead to strong adaptive skills is raised. 

Religion and Being 

The respondents on the whole stated that the core of their identity is based on king an 

IsmaiIi Muslim. Their religion was cited as the single most influentid factor in their sense 

of who they are and the values that they live by. Ismarlis are found in seven-ve 

different countnes, the respondents do not identiQ a single country as king more 

represemtative of th& reIigion. Their religiws culture, customs and rihials are transported 



with them regardes of where they have settled, In a sense, their reiigious identity 

provides an anchor that is separate h m  a specific geographical location. Perhaps it is due 

in part to their diaspora experience that their religion plays an inkgd  role in their 

identity. The following encompass the value the respondents asCnbe to their religion and 

the essentiai role it plays in their &y-toslay lives: 

Amina States: 

1 volunteer a lot within the community. I've got my children involved in it 

so at Ieast they get that kind of security h m  the Ismaili community. And 1 

think it's a blessing now at my age 1 look at it and 1 think it's a wonderful 

blessing that we have a centre to go to every evening that the= are 

occasions that you can celebrate as we meet. And 1 think that there is a 

very strong sense of identity that 1 hold, 1 think that that's what is giving 

me my mots, my base, and my security blanket. 

Shirin born in Burundi, cumntly living in Montreai with two children explains: 

My religion is very important to me. For my husband and I it is important 

that our kids pt a strong bese. Since they were bom they went to religion 

classes. You have to practice you can't just lave it in your iife you dont 

have anything to belong to. You have to hold on to something to be able to 

survive and succeed and it is a part of daily life for us because bey l m  

their prayers we have to say it every ~ g h t  and in the momllrg it's a part of 



your daily life. 1 find whm we go to the Moque we see our own peopIe. 

You practice our own religion and another thing is even our social 

gatherings are with the same people most of the time. We have religious 

festivities and the kids grow up with that they see all these things until at 

Ieast eighteen in their life. After that they have to decide. But it's &y 

part of our life. The religion is really important It is important that we  ire 
8 

able to practice our religion safely. 

Zei tune: 

My religion is a way of üfe for me. It gives me a sense of belonging, really 

an anchor. It gives me other things to do besides religion, it's an anchor, 

there are social activities, volunteering activities, it gives me personal 

satisfaction, the position that 1 hold b i d e s  of course some spintual 

happiness as well. In tems of belonging, 1 feel a kind of imads  that 

through our religion. through the community that we are making and 

helping people it makes me fael good to be one of them to he$ those who 

are less fortunate. 1 think our religion teaches us the mords, the ethics. My 

children are in their teens, religion was very important, Religion is a way 

of life, part of the things we do. We go to the moque, it provides the 

reiigious aspect in the community and aiso the sacial environment. It was 

important to p a s  that on to them and the traditions that came with that 

because we do a lot of things as part of the community and it is not always 

religious b d  It is more traditional, the traditions came fkom the Indian 



cuIture, the IsIamic cultue, and within that we were aware of that 

environment focused on traditions 

Parveen: 

A major influence is my religious identity, king Lsmaili. Being an Ismaili 

there are vatues that I grew up with, the culture. the religion, the traditions 

play a big role but 1 think that it's primarily the interpntation of our 

religion where you have to be more open, where openness is a good thing. 

Openness to modernity not to fundamentalism, openness to new things, to 

new cuituns. 1 would say that our Iegacy is what we came with when we 

came to Canada. 1 felt when we came to Canada was our education and our 

values we had a very solid education back in Kenya because it was, it was 

pmmoted heavily within our community that the girls must be educated as 

much as the boys. We must promote girls, be sure they are educated to the 

highest level also and our values which came based both on religion and 

h m  our original Indian origins. 

Ismailism is providing the responâents with more than spintual or religious guidance. It is 

providing values and edicts for living their lives. Much of the socialising that the 

respondents engage in inv01ves others from thek community. This may be explaineci in 

part by the fact that they o h  werr fnends prior to imrnigrating to Canada, the 

nlationships continued upon arrivai. The other aspect to this is that there are fresuent 

nligious activities, mosque ceremonies are held in the evenings and this conflicts with 



the schedules of their non-Ismaili peers. There is dso a social component to the moque 

which is aIso cailed a community centre, so socialising is held rnost often with those of 

the same faith, though not exclusively. The respondents have created an environment here 

in Canada that is shikhgiy similar to the one in Afnca at least in terms of their links to 

their community. Their nligious identity is Mfilling spirituai. social, and practical needs. 

Many of the respondents expressed gaining a pater part of their sense of belonging in 

Canada through their ünks with the Ismaiii community. Nader originally immigrated to 

British Columbia and later moved to Texas, his story underlines the importance of the 

Ismaili community to his faMly: 

I liked Texas because I was fiom Uganda and we used to watch this movie 

with John Wayne in ArmariIlo. It was my ciream to Iive in Texas so I went 

to Texas. 1 Iike the USA, I find the people are nimdiier. They are very 

courteous. In Texas you walk into any department store and they welcome 

you. 1 like Arnerica because the people are very courteou. You go to a 

convenience store they will Say hi be with you in a moment or cal1 me if 

you need something, if you are lwking around here no. My children were 

growing up and we are very close to our community and our religion. there 

was no moque or anything so 1 said 1 dont want to bring my children up 

in that environment. 1 rather move back to Canada. So in 1981 we 

retunied. 



Now that his chiIdren are adults he is planning to r e m  to the States. The respondents 

with children underhned the importance of inwducing hem to the religion, giving them 

something to belong to so to speak. The question may be raisad what constinites Ismaili 

culture or identity? It is clearly not iinked to a specific country, yet some respondents like 

Parveen mentioned that there an overlaps between Ismaili customs and their Indian 

ongins. The question was in fact posed to one of my respondents in his capacity as a 

community organiser for a cultural event. Moez's rendition bears repeating: 

We invited the Ukrainians, the Chinese and the Japanese and we visited 

them and said if you have a dance representative of your culture, we would 

like you to participate. We invited the minister of culture at that time she 

sent a representative we had a Quebecois dance too. We as a community 

were supposed to pnsmt our dance too. And it raised a big debate and 

discussion in the community which dance would be representative. Any 

person with this kind of colour you are supposed to be Indian. 1 spoke to 

some Jamaicans who are very Indian like me but they don? speak the 

language, they are not Ismaili. So we had a meeting acnially it was very 

interesting we said what is our culture? And the conclusion we came to 

was that IsmaiIis as a reiigious grop do not have any one culture they 

have a number of cultures because their culture is based on the countries 

of their ongins. So every year when we have our community functions as 

opposed to having ody the East M c a a  dance, we also have the Indian 

stick dance if you go to India or Pakistan you will find that this dance goes 



way back for ages. 1t has become a traditional dance over many ytars, 

g e n d o u s  so this question as to what kind of a dance were we going to 

perform at this multicdnnal folk dance festival was difficdt. Thm were a 

nmber of suggestions. It was a very tricky question because we posed the 

question to the higher leaders in the community "when you go to present 

yourself to the outside world and they ask you to present your culture or 

dance how do you represent yourseLf?" They said that is a very incky 

question because we have people coming from diffmnt countries and the 

countries where they come h m  is the culture that they represent. So now 

beside the traditionai stick dance they allow the people h m  Syria who 

have their own Arabic dance which is very different, they perform their 

dance and people join in and try to imitate them and make them feel they 

are part of the ceiebration and then and there are the Afghans that have 

another way of dance that they perform and there are groups and they 

come on the stage and perfonn and people accept and appreciate ail these 

different cultures. So at this Multicultural Folk Dance Festival we decided 

that this dance would be M a n  and it wouid dso be Afiican and it would 

basicaüy trace the history of our origins f b n  the Indian subcontinent 

where the Indian stick dance was for many years. It was incorporated as 

part of the dance but then we Iived a n u m k  of years in Afnca Afnca's 

traditional dance is more of a jumping type with differeat kinàs of 

motions. In that dance we had our orchestra compose @al music for 

that partidm dance, a soft kind of introduction, then jumpad to a more 



Afncan way of doing things then at the end it switched to Quebecois, then 

we came to Canada, we are now living in Quebec and the Quebecois have 

their own foikloric dances so it twisted, so it was like three dances in one 

with different background music. 1t was kind of a mix and it brought some 

criticism from some members of the community, they said your dance was 

gnat we enjoyed it but it was a hodgepodge, it was too much of a mixture. 

The complexity of Isrnaili identity is touched upon in this passage. It is clear that there is 

no single representation of Ismaili identity, and that regardless of the path one chooses to 

take to try to represent it there will always be those who will disagret. 1 believe that this 

inWuces the very personal and contested sides of identity construction. This personal 

aspect is kept below the surface so to speak until confronted with a symbolic 

representation of one's identity. At this point, one may either agree or disagree but it is a 

point where one must confront one's own conception of identity, a very personal event. 

An ideal representation does not exist, in the same way that Alta was asked to Wear her 

traditional costume, the Ismaili community in Montreai was forced to try to represent a 

complex identity into a specific symbolic representation that will necessarily always fail 

at least h m  a personal perspective. The response of community members illustrates the 

importance that is pl& upon their religious identity, the weight that it has for their 

sense of self and belonging. What constitutes h a i l i  identity is perhaps an unanswerab1e 

question. The responses will be as diverse as those who are members of the community. 1t 

is nonetheless noteworthy that despite! diffkïng opinions on whaî 'being rsmaili' may 



mean there are fwidamental existential needs that are met for the membm regarcüess of 

one's interpretation. 

The Mosque as a Cultural Site 

The cases of my respondents seem to support Kann Fog Olwig's views regarding cultural 

sites. A key 'cultural site' for my respondents is the mosque. Members of a minority 

Musiim sect, and minorities within Canadian society generally, they seek sources of 

identity confirmation. The mosques take on a particularly important significance not only 

as a place of worship but as a site where culnnal and religious practices are substantiated 

Tmly intentitial in nature, the mosques are found world-wide 

The 'cornrnunity' spans aimost every nation-state, though the ability to worship without 

persecution varies h m  one place to another. This has influenced migration in as much as 

Canada was selected as a destination not simply because Canada was accepting 

immigrants, but more importantly, it was a destination where they could practice their 

religion without fear of prosecution. Their religion as a source of identity confirmation is 

infused with political stnrae. Expressing theu identity as Ismailis is, consequently, very 

dependent on where they are situateci. And while 1 have mentioned that the mosque is a 

site of cultural substantiatio~, it must be noted that this is so not only because members 

are o h  of Man ongins, but interestingiy because some are not. Ismaüis are h m  

various backgrounds and ongins. The presence of différence as it were, intensifies the 

bon& between those of similar cultures and ongins within the cultiiral site just as it does 

in &y-to-day interactions 'on the outside'. 



Al1 of my cespondents reported king very involved with events in their community 

through the mosque. While al1 had non-Ismaili fnends, the closest fiiends tended to be 

Ismaili and h m  the same ngions in Afnca. The division plays out at the mosque with 

p u p s  divided dong linguistic lines, despite the fact that dl nspondents spoke Katchi, a 

Gujurati dialect. Respondents tended to speak English if they w m  h m  a British colony 

and French for those raised in a Belgian colony. The French and English influence 

afkted their social groupings. The impact of altemate cultures on their own Indian 

background is noteworthy. Schooling oftm took place in systems set up by colonisers or 

in some cases teachers were trained in England and Belgium. My nspondents were 

instnicted in the ways and customs of places far h m  M c a ,  on Afncan soil. Social 

groupings were formed with classrnates that persisted upon immigration to Canada, the 

division dong linguistic lines had a very practical effect on the province immigrants 

chose to senle in, though not exclusively, i.e. French speakers moved to Quebec, and 

EngLish speakers to Ontario, British Columbia, and Alberta. Despite these divisions, it 

should be noted that al1 of the nspondents spoke a minimum of four languages. Their 

ability io speak many languages has facilitatecl communication at the mosque, Zul 

expIains: 

Oh at the mosque you see it keeps on switching h m  Engiish to h n c h  to 

Katchi to Gujarati to Urdu It depends who you are speaking to. 1t keeps on 

moviag because you h o w  people, Katchi spealOng people are there, 

Gujarati speaking people an there then people wXi speak Enpiish and 



there are the Francophones who speak French only and there are people 

h m  Pakistan. there they wodd prefer to ta& to me in Urdu. So it it's just 

a mattex of switching h m  one language to another, there's no big deal. 1 

belong to the IsmaiIi community, 1 am a member thm. I am a bom 

member there. It's a very solid part and parce1 of my community. 

The sense of community that respondents have ngarding their participation at the mosque 

is fiIling an important need in their Iives. Iman describes why participation at the moque 

is important for him: 

1 can retain part of my Indian heritage, my Indian culture becawe 1 still 

speak the language (Katchi) with fiends. I participate in some of the social 

si&, but I can't say the same for my chilàren, and this is why for many of 

us, we wouid Iike to impnss upon our children, in temis of culture, f a  

social activity, movies, Indian cultures, they are a part of that heritage. 1 

think the greatest asset for us in terms of ntaining part of that culture is 

the sense of the Isrnaili comrnunity. 1 think more than anythîng else it is 

religion that binds us, and takes us back to the culture to the heritage, 

because communities started fiom India, and that's where conversion took 

place. Even for my children now, if it had not been for the nligion for our 

sense of community, probably they wouid have lost that whatever cultural 

heritage I had carried with me. ' h r e  is a focal point, where you get 

together and be a part of you~seif and see where your rwts are. 1 think for 



us, for my community probably it much more in ihis country a position. 

that we an strong h a .  It is a way of life for many of the people; we ntain 

our roots, what the community has to offer. 

The importance of participating at mosque social and nligious events is clear in Imran's 

quote. The cultural. social and religious needs met at this cultural site are numerous. The 

mosque is a site where members of the Ismaili community may go to substantiate their 

religious and culturai practices. In the case of the respondents, they are a minority in 

Canada, for a minority, culniral sites like the mosque take on a particular significance that 

it rnight not have were they part of a majority. Participating at the mosque helps to 

reinforce their sense of identity through cultural and nligious substantiation as well as 

providing a sense of belonging. Despite the fact that Ismailis are in 75 different countries. 

they art always a minority. Moques provide a place to fccl 'at home', a place where one 

belongs based solely on religious affiliation. With this in mind it becornes clearer why 

their religion plays a defining factor in the identity of the nspondents, as a diaspora it is 

their reiigious practices that have played a centrai role in maintainhg a sense of 

community regardless of where they were. 

Home: Place or State of Mind? 

Members of the East and Central Anican-Asian diaspora that I have intervieweci do not 

consider either Afkica or India as home. AU but one have never lived in India or Pakistan, 

and so, it is not surprising that they wouId not considm eitha to be 'home'. Ail have 

resided in various counhies in Afnca, i.e. Zairr, Uganda, Tamania, Kenya, in some 



instances holding citizenship. yet do not consider Africa to be home. When we consider 

the nature of the interactions and the reasons for migration that existed during their time 

in Afnca, it becornes clear why t k y  do not consider Afrca 'home'. From a social 

interaction standpoint, there were divisions in their country of birth. Faride explains: 

"We were considered as the 'Man people', the 'Man people' mostiy ran the country 

after the British left." There were sigdicant social, economic, and cultural differences 

between the two p u p s .  East and Ceneal African-Asians ('the Man people') were not 

considered Afncan by black Africans. The distinction explains in part, why they do not 

continue to consider the Afncan countries in which they once nsided to be 'home'. 

Challenges were present to their identity and their role as part of Anican societies in 

terms of belonging. Born in African countries, at times refused citizenship. exclusion was 

part of daily life with very serious repercussions for their well king in certain instances. 

This is evident not least in the case of Uganda where 'non-Ugandans' wen given thiay 

days to leave the country during Idi Amin's d e .  Embracing the country of ones culturd 

origins for a smse of belonging is understandable in such contexts. Considered as 

foreigners in their country of birth Ied to innovative ways to define their identity and role 

in society. 

Canada for my tespondents represents the country of their hopes 'le pays d'avenir' that 

they sought so strongiy when escaping uncertain futures in Africa Afnca, the land where 

they were bom is descr i i  o M  as a place of transience. Some respondeats had s p t  

only a few short y m  in their place of binh, then were sent to study abn,ad generaIIy in 

the west. Even those who Iived and studied in B c a  re1a-e thaî they rarely felt sec=, 



viscerally or emotionally while living there. They felt different from black Anicans, 

considemci "Afnca more or Iess home, we were after dl ,  INnig there" Amna explains. 

Afnca as home did not persist &r migrating to Canada, and was not tembly strong to 

begin with "home in the sense that we had no other choice." Home as where "one b a t  

knows oneself" as suggested by Rapport and Dawson seems to be a much better 

formulation, spccifically in reference to my respondents. Upon asking Fande where home 

is and why he responds: 

1 came to Canada at the age of seventeen. 1 found a job, no problem at dl, 

started working in a factory, and it was just great. 1 think at that point in 

time is when I discovend myself as a person. 1 started to leam things on 

my own, and working.. .In tenns of the mind opening up, and in tems of 

seeing other people as they were, knowing the world as it is today. 

Faon chooses Montreal as home and justifies it by pointing out that Montreal is where 

she first had reaI freedom, lived out her adolescence. Arzina cites Canada as home having 

üved in Canada for twenty-five years, arrîving at the age of eighteen. she notes that she 

becarne more independent as a woman in Canada. 

The respondents have fought and negotiated their identity in Canada longer than any other 

place. The ovemding comment however regards independence and fieedom, 'knowing 

the worId'. My respondents Lived out important years in the course of their pasonai 

dewelopment in Canada. Canada in that sense is the place where they leamed who they 



were. Their sense of who they are has been forged in Canada. Who they are on an 

intimate personal level, and who they are in terms of origins, and where they have been. 

Canada is the place where the multiple influences of their lives became manifest in &y- 

to-day actions. At the same time, the way of iife in Canada became an intricate part of 

who they are. 

There are other factors that enter into the respondents meaning of home. At times 

respondents mentioned that a main defining factor for their sense of home is the location 

of their families. Family bonds are described as very strong, and being with one's loved 

ones regardless of location was requisite to naming a specific place as home. 

Laila explains: 

I felt cornfortable when my family was there [Afnca]. But once we dl 

moved out 1 didn't have any bond with that country at dl,  because it was 

not home. It was home when my parents and my family was there but once 

my family moved out 1 wasn't attached to the country. The relationship 

was with the family. 

Parveen's explanation of the shifting of home based upon her parents location is temg: 



It took me a long time to Say home is Montreai. I think it's pmbably in '96 

after my Mom passed away I went back home and mapped up everything 

because my Dad was also going to move to Canada Now there is no place 

to go to. 1 guess that was it since then I'd Say Montnal is my home, when 

Dad moved here. Before this each time 1 returned to Afnca to visit 1 would 

Say I'm going home to visit. 1 tived there all my iïfe; 1 grew up there so 

that was home. 

A number of respondents expressed as Parveen did that they had ties to Afnca for a short 

time &ter leaving. Zul's narrative brings this issue into focus: 

Where is home? You know that's an interesting question because when 

you're new here you always have that thing of back at home. So at f h t  for 

a littie while, 1 went through that syndrome of back at home syndrome 

until one day it dawned on me that there's no back at home. It was too 

dangerous to return and everything had changeci. The day 1 reaiised this my 

back at home syndrome dissolved. So now, there is no home for me except 

Canada 1 &n't have any other country except Canada period This is my 

home 1 know of no other country. That question is very simple it's a one- 

word question, Canada. 



This is home for me now. There was a t h e  when 1 used to Say 1 want to 

go back home to Uganda. You always miss home and it was very hard to 

survive h m .  1 was isolated because there was nobody around me. 1 missed 

my own, my family 1 missed everything about myself. But 1 think 1 found 

my cornfort in Canada and my own chilcirem m boni here now and 

therefore this is really home. Canada is my home now. 1 think it changed 

after realising that then is no possibility of going back home. Nothing is 

left the= anymore there's always this neat feeling of saying look 1 want to 

go back home and there are a lot of people who going home reaiise that it 

is not what they had left behind. They have corne back and told us stories 

about it. How our own littie houses are destmyed, how out sch001s are 

destroyed, how the moque is gone. And then you redise that al1 those 

things are gone, the= is nothing lefi to go back home to. And therefore 1 

have corne to the conclusion that real1y home is what you makt of when 

you arrive at a certain destination. So 1 have decided that this is going to be 

home and I am going to create that kind of a home hm.  

There are a number of issues raised in these passages. First and foremost it is the coming 

to terms that the respondents mived at once they nalised that Afnca could no longer k 

home for them. Their aew site, namdy Canada becarne home aimost by default Yet now, 

after many years, the nspondents are cornfortable and quite certain that Canada is home 



for them. Additionaily, Amina's decision to create a home here speaks to the symbolic 

nature of home, one that is less place dependant and more in tune with cnating an 

environment where one feels cornfortable and where one has a sense of belonging. The 

sense of belonging is partially tied to nlationships with family membem and friends, tied 

to the ability to üve their lives according to the cultural and religious traditions that are 

important to their sense of identity. It is clear that when we consider this notion of home 

that it is not place dependant which is not to say that location is irrelevant; on the coneary 

an accepting and tolerant environment is requisite for living one's life free to 'create 

home'. 

Diaspora Identity as Evolutionary 

The experience of moving to new places, settling and moving on repeatedly has honed the 

respondents' abilities to adapt to new environments, in tandem with this ability is a sense 

of confidence with regard to nlocating should the need arise. The respondents are quite 

clear about the characteristics that enable them to adapt and freely shared their news 

during the course of the interview. The ability of the reqondents to adapt to diverse 

environments has amplified their selfconfidence in temis of possible future migrations as 

evidenced by the fouowing excerpts. 

Amina explains: 

My attitude has helped me to blmd m weU. The openness that you need in 

a new country, the openness you need in accepting people and their values. 



1 think rny reiigious background has also helped me to be generous, not 

just generous in sense of material things but generous in accepting people 

of different cultures. 1 had to do that myself first before I codd be accepted 

you know. And I find instead of imposing my value system on others and 

feeling, 1 look for cornmonalties more things that are cornmon amongst 

people and that's what's helping me. 

Faori notes: Though we would not want to go back to Africa to Iive, just maybe to visit, 

if we had to we would integrate if we had to after changing h m  continent to continent 

we are very used to it now." These are views repeated consistently by al1 of the 

respondents. They believe they are open minded, open to change, and different 

mvironments. Likewise, they expressed that having adapted to so many places, the 

concept of moving is not womsome. 

Shirin explains how their history has contributed to their ability to Iive in diverse 

countries: 

1 think all our iife we were immigrants anywhere we went. For us its not 

something that would bother you, you get used to living like that and 

especially for somebody who has never been to India it's not part of my 

life either. 1 don't even know what is. 1 hope to go one day but it's not 

d l y  essential because we continue practising our culture at home, But 

here [in Canada] you fa1  quite accepteci; you fetl you are a part of it. You 



cm say right away to anybody you are a Canadian and they'll just ask you 

which background, that's i t  It's not more than that. Here everybody 

accepts your colour and even if you Say you are Canadian, they always say 

Canadians there are so many different types of Canadians from different 

backgrounds and they are al1 positive about it. 

When 1 raised the possibility of nhuiiing to Afiica most did not want to ntum to live yet 

felt certain that if they did go back to live there they would manage, adapt. AU of the 

respondents expressed king very happy in Canada, none wanted to move to another 

country. Canada was selected as a destination prirnarily kause  Canada was accepting 

newcomers at the time they needed to leave Afnca, many also had relatives living in 

Canada who were willing to sponsor them. A theme that emerged throughout the 

interviews was that the respondents collcaively felt they belonged in Canada This was 

specifically nlated to Canada's immigration policy that has resulted in Canada king 

composed prirnarily of people who were at one point either personaily or ancestrally h m  

another country. The responâents allied themselves with Canadians of al1 nationahties as 

part of ?he land of immigrants'; Zeitune's quote illustrates this concept succinctly: 

Canada is so diverse it's more accepting of other people h m  ciiffixent 

culnnal ethnic origins very few people that have that common thread you 

know you are a Canadian. What is a me Canadian? I am a Canadian. I feel 

a Canadian but 1 am a Canadian of ethnic origins for me just lîke aU the 

other Canadians who live in Canada, There is no true Canadian. 



Moez born in Uganda aad currentiy living in M o n W  echoes Zeitune's viewpoint: 

"Being Canadian is not just k i n g  white you can be a Canadian of any colour or and uh 

you can be accepted as a Canadian citizen because Canada is made up of immigrants." 

Canada is a place where the respondents feel they belong not only as part of their own 

community, the part within the whole. but also as part of the larger Canadian population 

as fellow immigrants. Al1 of the respondents expressed that they appreciate Canada in 

part because they an able to practice their religion and because the country is safe. While 

living in Africa, the respondents were in a constant state of uneme. It is perhaps for this 

reason that the safety afforded in Canada is so important to them at this point in their 

iives. Many nspondents voiced their appreciation for Canada as a demmtic  society, one 

where they can be themselves with linle fear of reprisal. The nspondents compared 

Canada with other corntries they had lived in and unanimously chose Canada as the best 

place to be to live their lives. Imran notes the challenges with living in Canada and the 

manner that he deaIs with them: 

When 1 see my children. here in Canada, we speak mostiy in English at 

home. Except for at a very eariy age, you have this inküng that you have to 

teach them your Mother tongue, but then whm you are exposed to a wider 

society, it becornes imperative that you have the language of the majority. 

Back home in Uganda, there was aot so much of a dilemma, because the 

cornmMity was much larger, Iess of the British influence there in that 

sense, as opposed to here. Here with the western way of He, many of us 



want to retain part of the hdian culture, by on occasions, dressing up in 

Indian costumes, going to the moque, or taking part in social hctions 

that have Indian backgrounds, or going to see Indian films, or videos. I 

guess in a sense that you want to retain part of the heritage of yours, 

without having to adopt a completely new way of life, a North Amencan 

way of iife. For the Indian community or for a minority p u p ,  that is 

always the dilemma We have our own ethnic television station, that only 

appuus once a week, I like to catch it to see what is current, what is 

happening in the Indian film industry, or Indian poiitics, or life. We go to 

intemet, there is more opponinity now, but 1 don't ihink we cm totally 

identify ourselves in that sense, you are just hanging on to the threads, and 

you redise that you are living in a society where you have to take the 

advantages h m  both of the cultures. 

The situational nature of ideniity construction and cultural practices are well illustrat 

these passages. The k a &  Imran refm to indicate his Indian background that he 

maintains as well as he cm in a western setting. The key is that he attempts to glean 

whatever positive aspects of western culture he can to improve his way of life. The 

advantage I m  has over those who have always rtsided in the same place is that he has 

been expsed to many different cultures and systems, each with its advantages and 

disadvantages. He has as a result, had the opportunity to gather the habits and practices 

that he has fond useful, and at the same time he has lemed to adapt to many M e m t  

settings. A cornmon thread remains, maximishg the benefits from one's cdtud 



repertoire the larger the repertoire the more likely one is to dcal weil with new challenges. 

Getting the best of ail worlds is an important characteristic of diaspora identity that 

promotes adaptation to new places and enhances selfconfidence. 

This chapter has examined the integrai d e  that the kmaiii faith plays in lives of the 

respondents. Ismaili identity was exploreci in a fashion that permitteci a consideration of 

various perspectives of what constiîutes such an identity. The importance of moques, for 

the respondents, as a site where religious, cultural and social needs are met was also 

discussed The varied meanings of home for the respondents were outlined. Finaily, the 

notion that the experience of a diaspora existence may Iead to strong adaptive skills was 

mised with an emphasis on the varied cultures, ideas, and ways of living that members of 

a diaspora encounter, and then, may draw upon in the course of their lives. 



CONCLUSION 

1 have argued that a detemtorialized view of identity construction and belonging is the 

most effective way to study mernbers of the East and Centrai Afican-Asian diaspora. 

They are, in a non-traditional sense tmsnationals. Conventionai notions of transnationals 

infer a country of origin and one of settlement. 1 have show that at lest for the 

respondenu of this study, 'origin' in and of itself is ambivalent. Origins may be linked to 

India, a country in which they may never have lived, or to their place of birth in Afnca 

Connections, social, political, and economic of the nspondents span many bordem. A 

nthinking of place and space has enabled a broader conception of transnationalism, one 

that transcends territory as a defining factor, one that recognises the role that imagined 

coxnmunities play in the construction of identity and belonging. 

Identity construction and reconstruction among the respondents of this study illustrates 

the fluid and complex nature of ideatity. Without exception, al1 believe that their identity 

is a mixture, laye* as suggested by Iqbal. The aspects of their identity that the 

respondents choose to emphasise depends in great part to whm they are at a given t h e .  

Parveen, for example, stress#l that she was Indian while living in Africa, and Kenyan in 

Canada Social and pobtid forces influence how identity is portrayeci as evidenced by 

East Afncan nspondents who won exclusively westem style clothhg in e c a  yet wear 

Indian traditional clothing at times in Canada. What became clear is that the nspondents 



have a diverse background; speaking a minimum of four laquages and as many as eight. 

Their cultural, social and economic practices encompass. hdian, Anican, European, and 

North American infiuences. The nspondents have illustrateci the ability to adapt to 

numemus environmen& and bekve that they could adapt and meet challenges of a new 

country should the need arise. Respondents who experienced multiple migrations in 

Afnca ten&d to foilow a similar pattern upon Mmigraîing to Canada as evidenced by 

Nader who is currently planning to move to America 

Identity construction and reconstruction among Centrai and East Afncan-Asians of the 

diaspora is illustrative of divorce of place as a physical location and social categories of 

identification. Geography is increasingly disconnected h m  identity. where one lives is 

not a prion feature of seif-description. This is most evident when one 'nturns' to the site 

of origins. Theirs is a detenitorialized identity, 'rewning' to India increases the tensions 

between place and social categories, resistance from local populations is dinct. This was 

evidenced in the marner that nspondents were received in India and Pakistan, 

specificaily "like Indian tourists ntuming home.', The miction of respondents to their 

nception v d e d  Some, üke Iqbai, felt that despite king cdled an outsider by local 

inhabitants, he was still a part of them, part of what it means to be Indian. Others, like 

Faon klieve b a t  she is Indian despite claims to the contrary by Indians while in India 

Faon reconciles the hescrepancy by calling herself and others from Anica of Indian 

origins "imported Indians", suggesting simultaneously that as imported indians they have 

more than one perspective to offer. The ovemheïming corisensus amaag respondents is 

that their identity is best described as multiple, a hybrid of m a ,  cultures and bdiefs. The 



IsmaiIi identity was cited as the &fixing, or principle layer of identity. The ability of 

members of Central and East Afncan-Asians of the diaspora to negotiate and renegotiate 

their identity when faced with oppressive dynamics. as was the case for respondents h m  

Uganda, speaks to their strong sense of self. Their smng sense of self is mted in part, in 

theù faith as Ismeili Muslim. Their sense of belonging is based fundamentally on their 

membership in the Ismaili community. The community has significance from a nal and 

imagined perspective. Real in ternis of affiliation with fellow members in Canada, and 

imagined as part of a greater Ismaili community world-wide. Amina's statement that 

"[religion] is giving me my mots, my base. my security bIanket9* speaks to the a priori 

rote that adherence to the Ismaili faith plays in the lives of the respondents. 

Respondenu chose to leave Afnca for sirnilai reasons. Rtssuns, both direct and indirect. 

were placed on Afncan-Asians specifically in the late sixties and early seventies. The 

future for Afican-Asians in Afnca was not ptomising and their safety was not 

guaranteed. At the time of theK migration, Canada was accepting Ugandan refugees. and 

othen h m  East and Central Africa as landed immigrants. The religious leaders of their 

community recommended Canada as a destination. and this infiuenced their decision to 

emigrate. As Ismaili col~~munities p w  in Canada membm recreated the Lives they had 

in Africa, at least from a social and religious perspective. There were changes but 

fuadameatally the organisational smicture, social and religious, of the Ismaili commrmity 

was built and grew as the population incrcased Respondents expressbd having friends 

from ou tde  their religious community, but the majority are h m  wirhin. More 

specificdy. many of their fnends tend to be from the same areas in Afnca in which they 



once üved, This is not surprising givea that they were sometimes fiends before arriving 

in Canada, and have a great deal in cornmon. 

Experiences in Afiica are important for al1 of the respondents regardless of how or why 

they eventually Ieft. Some, like Alta, are profoundly attached to Afnca as a place through 

their m e d e s ,  as she expnsscd when describing her childhod, "I tasted the land with 

my spirit". While Alta recognises the special place Africa holds in her h a r t  she also 

concedes that she is unable to return and live as she once did as her experiences of living 

in North Amexica has changed her way of looking at the world Une, in this sense, may 

never tmly rem. Other respondents like W ,  are hesitant to rem to Afnca as they 

prefer to protect their childhood mernories. The rupture experienced by some respondents 

who were forced out of Uganda during Idi Amin Dada's d e  has resulted in a desire to 

rem,  to attain closure, to leave on their own temis. The regions of Afiica in which the 

respondents once iived continue to be important; this may be contrasted to India India 

represents the site of cultural practices and traditions but as a place it does not have the 

same statu as Anica This was evidenced by Iqbal's narrative of his visit to India where 

he felt linle or no emotional reaction, contrasted to Africa where, he notes, "the minute 1 

got off the plane 1 had a lump in my throat". 

The situational name of identity construction became saüent during the exploration of 

the role that Africa has played and plays in the construction of the respondents' identity. 

Some of the fespondents Amina, for example, believes that her experiences in AErica 

have resulted in king more open-minded compareci with Indians h m  India She 



attributes this in part to westem influences in Afnca. The colonial repimes in East and 

Central AFnca lent legitimacy to the Asian community. While living unch British d e ,  

Innan was taught in a British educationai system. Lmran expressed that at that time 

England ~presented a home country, indicating the depth of influenœ that the British 

had. The decision not to Wear Indian style clothing while in Afnca illusaates the degree 

to which respondents desired to be alignexi with the niling classes. Rcspondents note that 

the exposa to western ideas and cultwe in Afnca assisted their adaptation upon 

immigration to Canada. 

The concept of home was one that seemed to interest the respondents as evidenced by 

their detailed discussion of the shifting of home when they first lefk Afnca. This was 

quite pronounced in respondents h m  Uganda; no doubt a reaction to the violent way in 

which they were forced to leave. Uganda was refemd to as home for the Ugandan 

respondents during their first years in Canada. They relateci that afier hearing of the 

destruction of their homes and schools they realised that there was no longer a home to 

retum to and graddly they began, in the words of Amina, '90 create a home here". Other 

respondents suggested that home is where their family is so may change accordingly. The 

majority, however, have expressed that Canada is now home not Ieast because they have 

been living here for twenty-five years on average. 

AU of the respondents reqorted fetling accepteci in Canada by the general population. 

They attribute this to the fact that they d e  an effort to make others comfortabIe in their 

prrsence. By accepting others. king non-judgemental, they receive the same in rem, at 



least in most cases. They also note that they fecl part of Canadian Society as part of "a 

land of immigrants". The nsponàents ah0 note that they beiieve they are liberal and 

open-minde& they believe that this is integral to their ability to adapt to new 

environmentS. They have a history of migration pasonaliy and ancestrally; they are 

willing to migrate in the future if the need should anse and are confident that they can 

succeed The respondents, without exception were very detailed in d d b i n g  their 

identity, c d  to include each aspect ie. Shia Imami Ismaili Muslim of Indian origins 

born in Uganda. Respondents explained that it is important to them that those they meet 

undcrstand that they have rnuch to offer, experiences and ideas from many places and 

cultural systems. They note that they have grown in Canada, and continue to seek new 

experiences and opportunities. East and Centrai Ahican-Asians who phcipated in this 

snidy are attempting to fuse their knowledge and experience in a fashion that permits 

them to "get the best h m  both worlds" in the process. 

This study has provided an in-depth examination of identity construction and 

maintenance for a small sampie of the Khoja Ismaili community in Canada aven  the 

emphasis the respondents have placed upon their lsmaili faith as a defining aspect of their 

sense of self, and how they live their lives, it wodd be fniitful to examine what Ismaili 

identity represents crossculturalIy. Moeds reudition of his attempts to organise a dance 

that was ülustraiive of the Isrnaili community in Quebec speaks to the various opinions 

on what constitutes an IsmaiIi identity* Community membas complained bat the dance 

was "a hodgepodge, too much of a mixhne". Given that 1 . s  iive in over seventy-five 



countnes, the possibilities for the construction of Ismaüi identity promise to be diverse 

and are fertile ground for future nsearch. 
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APPENDIX 



APPENDIX I 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Name 
Date of Birth 
Place of birth 
Citizenship(s) 
Birth place of parents 
Citizenship of parents 

Grandparents place of birth and citizenship 

Can you give me an idea and time hune of your movement in terms of travel I places you 
have Iived since birth. 
P. Ages 
P. Why leave each place? 
P. Were you accepted in thest places? 
P. What gave you this impression? Examples 
P. Did you feei you belonged? 
P. Whyfnot? Examples 

Where is home for you? Has this changed over time? 
P. What is it about the pIace named that gives you the impression that it is home? 
P. Have you k e n  back? (in the case of someone not bom here, or names a place other 
than Canada as home) 
P. Wexe you accepted? 
P. Examples 
P. Would you live there again if you could? 
P. Whylwhy not? 

How would you describe yourseif? 
P. You have lived in many places, why describe yomeif in this way? 

How wouid you define your identity? 
P. Why in this way? 
P. Is thm an ovemding characteristic? 

P. Would you respond this way in different countries? 
P. How? Examp1es 

If idmtify with IndialPakisWAfncacver rettmed? 
P. Response of those üving there? 
P. How did you feeI about t h ?  

Do you w#u clothing in Canada that you identify with another place Le. India? 



P. Exampies 
P. Whenlhow often? 
P. Why? 

Do you Wear clothing in IndialPakistan/Afiica that you identiQ with another place? i.e. 
Canada? 
P. ExampIes 
P. Whedhow o h ?  
P. Why? 

Do you eat food in Canada that you identify with another place? 
Do you eat food in Pakistan/IndialAfnca that you identify with another place? 
P. Examples 
P. Why? 

Are you ever asked your nationality in Canada? 
P. How do you nspond? 
P. What is the reaction of those asking? Examples 
P. How do you feel about that? 
P. How do you 'deal with it'? 

Do you fcel accepted by native bom Canadians? 
P. Why?/not? Examples 

Whedwhen do feel you belong?(specific sites?) 
P. What happens there or why do you fcel you belong? 

Who do you associate the most with here? 
P. Who are your fiiends? 
P. What brings you together? 

Are theu p u p s  you prefcr not to associate with? 
P. Why? 

Are their groups who prefer not to associate with you here? 
P. What gives you this impression? 
P. Which ones? 
P. How do you fée1 about thîs? 

Who did you associate the most with in other regions you have lived? 
P. What bmnght you together? 
P. Were there gmps  you pnferred not to associate with there? 
P. Why? 

Were there groups who preferred not to associate with you th-? 



P. What gave you this impression? Exampies 
P. How diddo you fed about this? 

What would you Say are the influences on the way that you have, and cumntly live? 
P. Examples 

In what ways do you think you have changeci? 
P. Examples 

Do you know or associate with people h m  EastlCentral Afnca? Examples 
P. How do you maintain contact? 
P. How often? 
P. Do you identify with them? 
P. In what ways do you consider yourself to be similar? Different? 

Do you have contacts with family in other countries? 
P. W c h  countries? 
P. How do you maintain contact? 
P. How ofien? 

What languages do you speak? 
P. With whom? 
P. Which Ianguage do you use the most? 

Anything you would like to add? 

Thank you 




